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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
No invention ot our time has had a greater 
development and influence, none has conquered the 
world in so short a time. Taken first for a curious 
toy, for a simple entertainment, broadcasting soon 
proved to be a vital force, affecting the political, 
social and economic spberes1as well as the cultural, educational, and religious. 
" ••.• international broadcasting, conducted on an effec-
tive scale, can contribute to .international understanding . tt 2 
ln a world which bas shrunk in figurative dimensions 
but broadened in the rela tions between its peoples, it is 
necessary by means o:f' mass communications to reach these 
peoples and to inform "them accurately of the happenings not 
only of their own particular countries but also of their neigh-
bors. If such a task can be accomplished the problem of having 
an enemy can be transmitted into the value o:f' having a friend. 
lt is in this that mass communication takes a leading role. 
ln this study only one means o:f' mass communica tion will be 
dealt with: r adio. 
lintroduotion to Radio Today, The Present State ot 
Broadcasting, Geneva Research Centre, Geneva Studies, XII, 
No. 6, July, 1942. 
2cnarles R. Denny, "The Voice of America," a statement 
over ~"NBC June 2, 1948. 
Statement ~ ~ ~roblem. It is the purpose of this 
study (1) to consider the various agencies used in the Unit ed 
States to further interna tional understanding by the use of 
radio; (2) to make a specific study or the United Nations 
radio, the divisions therein, the programs prepared and pro-
duced, and (3) to show what has been accomplished in the field 
of internation 1 understanding by the United Nations Radio . 
Charts, tables and graphs as well as excerpts from letters 
received from all over the world will indicate that the United 
N tiona Radio is reaching practically all the nations in the 
world and that the messages that are being sent are well re-
ceived •. 
Organization Qt ~ thesis. This study will be proffer-
ed in eight divisions, including a bibliography. These divi-
sions or chapters are : (1) Purpose of the study; (2) Definition 
of terms; (3) Agencies tor international understanding by 
radio; (4) United Nations Radio; (5) Conclusions; (6) Charta, 
tables and graphs ; (7) Bibliography; and (8) Appendices . 
In order to obtain the information used in this thesis, 
books, pamphlets and actual interviews with people connected 
with the United Nations and WRUL were used. Special mention 
shot1ld be made at this time of the invaluable help given by 
Mrs. Dorothy Lewis , Coordinator, United Sta tes Station Rela-
tions, United Nations, Lake Success , New York . As a result of 
2 
her active interest in this problem a great deal of informa-
tion was gathered. The actual experience of seeing the United 
Nations Radio Division in operation and investigating the or· 
ganization of the Radio Division as well as noting the other 
sections of the Department of Public Informa tion aided i mea-
surably 1n the prepara tion of this work'. Acknowledgement 
should also be made of the help of Mr . \'lyman Holmes of the 
World l11de Broadcasting Foundation, 133 Commonwealth Ave., 
Boston and also Mr. Turner , Librarian, World Peace Foundation, 
40 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston . Without the assistance of Mrs. 
Lewis a nd. these gentlemen, complete coverage would have been 
impossible. 
In the matter of printed material, a great deal of 
material WSl S procured at the United Nations Bookstore, fro m the 
fi1es of the Radio Division of the Department of Public Infor-
mation, United Nat i ons, from the World Peace Foundation, from 
the World Wi de Broadca sting Foundation and from the :tiles cf 
the Boston Traveler. Reference was made to t.b.e books on r di o 
by Dr. Ar .no Huth, well known in t he international r adio. world. 
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CHAPTER II 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
In a study of this type it is necessary to reach an 
~nderstanding of terms used. There are many different inter-
pre tations of th.e terms 'international ' and 1 understanding •, 
and there are many phases of the term radio. Herein they 
shall be considered in a broad sense. 
International is defined in the Macmillan Modern Dic-
tionary as "relating to two or more nations, usually with 
respect to common interests". The qualifying use of the ad-. 
verb ' usually' seems to prove the point already obvious tha t 
common interests between peoples as between nations are not 
always in effect . Even in a group such as the United Nations, 
which is composed ot t'ltty~nine member nations of the world, 
there are often times when interests are not shared by more 
than one nation. 
Unders.tanding is defined as "having intelligence , sy-m-
pathy, appreciation, or the like; power of comprehension; good 
sense, discernment, agreement (come to).•1 It is also defined 
as "the agreement of two or more minds; equable adjustment of 
1Macm11lan's Modern Dictionarz, (revised edition; 
New York: Macmillan Comp.any, 1945. ) 
opinions or v1ews. "1 In ~e aoh1ng understanding we must ack-
nowledge the preaenoe of propaganda in the dissemination of 
intormation for such understanding. Problems arise in the 
viewpoints expressed by those people or agencies seeking inter-
national understanding. These problems are concerned with 
propaganda--in biased or unbiased form. 
As generally understood, propaganda is an expression of 
opinion or aetion by certain individuals or groups del:'..berately 
designed to influence public opinion or the act.:.ons of other 
individuals or groups with reference to predetermined ends. 2 
This is a broad, comprehensive definition intended,. perhaps, 
to be all-inclusive and also somewhat academic . The promulga-
tion of ideas on international understanding, be they tor the 
comm.on good of mankind or not, has been the basis for many of 
the ways in wh10h the media ot mass communica tion havl;) been 
used. \ve have only to consider the uses of r adio in the total-
i taria.n states to .see that this is true. To propagate means 
to transmit. Transmit is a word used throughout the organiza-
tion of radio . Thus the close connection between propaganda 
and radio can be seen. 
However, propaganda can be biased, influenced, preju. .... 
diced. The 'predetermined ends' in Allez' defini ti.on can be 
1W1nston Simplified Dictionarz, (advanced edition; 
Philadelphia: John C. \'Tinston Co~, 1937). 
2Professor George C. Allez, Broadcas) .2.!1 Brqadcasts, 
Director, Library School, Univ. ot Wisconsin , November 8, 1946. 
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selfish, a s in the ca.~e of certain politic al indi vidU<lls or 
nations, or can be aeltless, transmitted for the good of all . 
Biaseu propagand 1 s 1ns1dioua--- a.1med -ra t.b. many of the teeh• 
n1ques se t forth by the In.st1 tute of' Propaganda Anal ysis : name .... I 
calling, ca.r -at~H~king , r1d1eule, testimonia l,. glittering 
generalities, to name a few. The technique of appealing to 
emotions rather tha n to reason, or even appealing to reason 
through emotions has given the. simple orcl propaganda a ra.ther 
1 different connotation t han 1 ts pure meaning. Pure _ropaganda 
should be a:.l truistic. 
. In defining radio, it is necessary to consider the forms 
current in broadcasting . The usable r adio epef?trum in the 
United St~'tes · today runs f:rom t en kilocycles ·to 30,000 mega-
cyele·s . The Federal Commun1.eations Commi s sion a signs fre quen-
cies up to 30,000 megaouel es. In the r adio spectrum space are 
accommodated f ifteen distinct types of' radio oervioe·s. In the 
Western hemisphere, bro&d.~as.ting 1n a.ll of its popular forme 
occupies less than :f'i ve percent ot the total spectrum. These 
I f'orms are M , FM, TV, HF and Tropical . 
I AM ! mplitude modulation) broadcasting in the United 
tates , commonly known as standard band b~adoast1ng, occupies 
o:1ly 1,070 kiloc7clea or 170 trequenciee. Frequency Modulation 
broadcasting was introduced in 1936 by MaJor Edwin H. Armstrong 
It is that method ot transmission that otters a solution to 
1 statio I, a term \lhicll includes all die1urbances produced bT II 
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· na tural causes, e . g., lightening storms , . or man- made oause.s , 
such as the working of eleotr1oal machinery. FM allows 
natural sound reproduction and, since it has. opened new bands 
1n the ultra-high frequency region of the spectrum (over 
30, 000 ko.), provide s channel apace for many moro st tione . · 
In May , 1940, the Feder l Communications Commission otficia.lly 
recognize.d FM broadcasting a nd reserved thi;rty ... :r1ve high ... 
frequency channels for the FM tr .nsmi tters. During ,To rld t<far 
II , the inventor of FI~ offered the tree use of i:li1J seventeen 
basic patents for na tional defense purposes in the sta te of 
emergency. 1 It has even been suggested that in the 'tery near 
tu. ture. t.ne European r adio definitely give up long and medium 
waves and replace t hem by ultra~short w ves. 2 
Another technical device is the Facsimile Ser vice, the 
broadc sting of p.rinted material. This is a method ot' nhoto-
telegraphy, using ahort waves instead ot telephone line ~ for 
the tran smission of recorded tmage a . Facsimile erm1ts the 
transm1so1on of ne spapers in their entirety, wi th an ~.ver ge 
reproduction r ate ot" 350 word per minute·. A ne ;rs bulletin 
which t akes fifteen minutes to read over a microphone ·may be 
broadoast by Facsimile in a tew minutes . The introdl.tction ot 
Frequency Modulation also favors the Facstmile Service . It 
1Broadx ej1ng , March 24, 1941. 
2 tireless Wor;J;d, London , NoYember, 1941. 
? 
makea possible the simultaneou transmission and reception of 
printed material and sound broadcasting :11th the. same e:ppar• 
atus . 
The . radio :f'requeneie s bet een the three nd thirty mega-
cycle bands are .called the 11 h1gh :f'requenc!es". At the Atlantic 
City Con:f'erenoe,1 2.150 kilocycles in these bands were alloca-
ted exQlus1vely to broado6st1ng. In addition 200 kilocycles 
in the seven megacycle band were ~llocated . for bros.dc sting 
in the East.ern Hemisphere which are not ava.i labl" for broad-
casting in the Americas. Thus , the Eastern Hemi .sph,ere has 
200 kilocycles or twenty channels more sp ce in the high fre-
quency b nds than do the American Republics . These . &l;'e the 
bands which re oommonly knor,m as "shortwavett or "1n1iernat1on-
al11 bands . 
The 1nternat.1,one.l broadcasting bands provide th.e only 
ettective medium tor peoples to speak to peoplee noroea inter-
national boundarie s . Obstacles have, of course, been set up 
I against listening to broadcasts trom abro d, but no sure method 
has as yet been developed for keeping the bro.adoast$ ot one 
country- from reaching the listeners of another. *rhe· "Jamming" 
of' the air l anes by the Ru sianB to prevent listening to the 
ttVo1 ce of Ame.r1 ea" programs has. not proved et"teet1ve. 
Short ave broadcasting has developed very rapidly in the 
l l•lay--october, 1947. 
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past few years. Twenty-f'1ve years ago there were only three 
countl'1ea in the world with shortwave transmitters, a nd these 
were principally experimental . Since t he wa~ , there has been 
a scramble tor ~requencie s , and the race to build shortwave 
equipment haa increased tremendousl y . Today every nation in 
the world is either eQgaged in short.wave broadcasting or has 
indicated. intentions or entering the f'ield.l 'l'here is dit'f'i-
oulty, however, in the t act that the supply of' shortw ve fre-
quencies is only one~fourth the demand. The 2, 300 kilocyelea 
of' frequency space allocated e.t the AtV:mt1o 01 ty Conference 
f'or shortwave broadcasting represent , at t he very most, about 
7500 transmitter hours of' broadcasting per day . The sharing 
of' these frequencies ~as suggested at the International RadiO· 
Conf'3rence held in Cairo in 1939. A committee a.s anpointed 
to study this plan, but nothing 9-s accomplished, e1 ther by 
this comm1 ttee , or by the other rorld~ ride teleccrru:nunicatione 
conterencea. t the High Frequency Broadcasting Conference in 
Atlantic ity, 1947, and a t the lorld High Fx-equeney Bro d-
oasting ConrerenQe at Mexico City , 1~48--1949, a ttempts were 
made to reach agreement upon the sharing of shortwave f'requen-
cie -; but to no avail . . The third phase of' the ~ orld High 
Frequency B:ro .dcast1ng Conference convened i n Rome early in 
1950. This conference is expected to re ch final agreement in 
---------·-
lsee Oh pter VI . List of High Fre.quency Broadcast 
Operations. 
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the assignment ot the high frequencies and will subm1 t its 
findings to the Radio Administrative Conferenoe when it 
convenes in Geneva in the Spring ot 1950. 
At this ame Atlantic 01 ty Conference (194'7), radio 
regulations were set to tormulate the channels ot the tropical 
zone ot broadcasting. A total ot 695 kilocycles were distri-
buted from the two megacycles to t1ve megacycles bands. These 
regulations also provide tba t the broadcasting stations oper-
ating on these 695 kilocycles ot frequencies allocated to the 
tropical zone must not use greater power than 1s needed to 
proVide an •etteotive national service of good quality within 
1 the limits of the country concerned•. Thus sixty-nine 
channels have been allocated for domestic broadcasting .in the 
tropical zone. The reason for tropical broadcasting is that 
in the tropics the noise level on the lower frequencies is so 
high that it does not perm1. t adequate ground wave service. 
1Radio Regulati2ns, Oh. III, Art . 9, No . l, Atlantic 
City Conference, 1947. · 
lO 
CHAPTER III 
AGENCIES FOR INTERNATIONAL BROAD-
CASTING IN THE UNITED STATES 
I nterna tional understanding requires international in-
formation. In times of peace and even more so .in times of 
war, news best aervee political propaganda and is most re-
quired by the distant listener. The artistic side ot inform-
ation is not excluded, for it also affords an excellent means 
of propaganda : to broadcast literary and musical works is to 
excite the listener's interest in national or 1nte.rnational 
culture. During World War II, broadcasting, created to bring 
peoples closer together, became a weapon of war·-the "fourth 
armament•. 1 
Regardless ot the so~called ' peace• which the world 
enjoys toda.y, this war of the air is still continuing. News-
papers throughout the country have continually headlined the 
Russian "Jamming• of "Voice of America" broadcasts to the 
Soviet Union. Broadcasting is taking an importa.nt role in the 
ideological warfare that is being waged. This air war is not 
new. For many years the Russians have been jamming Vatican 
lArno Ruth, Radio Todax, "The Present State of Broad-
casting,• Geneva Studies, XII~ No. 6, July 1942. 
L 
City Radio and Radio EspE~a . Since early 1n 194B "Voice of 
Amerioa"and BBC broadcasts have been jammed by the Soviet 
Union. According to the "Voice of America" and BBC, the 
Russians have used as many as 205 Jammers to confuse the voices 
from the outside world. The noise used to Jam the broadcasts 
was described as being "like the combination of the sound 
tracks t ·or a science-fiction movie, the brakes of a freight 
1 
train and .a boiler taotory liorking at full speed". · To coun-
teract this jamming, the ·»Voice of Ameri.oa and the BBC have 
intensified their programs and have used as many as sixty 
transmitters per day to carry their broadcasts. 
There is in the world todq a struggle for freedom of 
information. The Constitution of the United States provi.des 
that •congress shall make no law ••• abrtdging the freedom of 
speech or of the press" . Ho.wever , the United States is per-
haps the only country in the world today where this concept of 
freedom prevails. There is no real governmental censorship 
of information irt this country, the only ourtai.lments being 
in discussions by private c1 t1:i.ens w1 th tore1gn governments 
ot matters 1n di spute with the United St ates government, and 
concerning immoral or obsoen- material• Lloyd Free, · Acting 
Director ot the State Department• a overe:~eas informatio·n 
program bas said: 
lNew ~ork Herald Tr1bun§, May 10, 1949. 
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The issue of free epeeoh and a free press 
oonvenlently symbolizes t.he broader issue of 
freedom of the individual against sta te control. 
It symbolizes, further, the kind of world the 
United States is seeking to build--a world ot 
democracy and peace--a democracy based upon 
international understanding among peoples. 
The "Voice of America" is an official division of the 
Department of State, and 1e officially called the International 
Broadcasting Division (IBD). Wi tb a staff of' four hundred 
fifty people, the "Voice of Ameri ca" originates in New York 
City and transmits a great amount of information by its short-
wave and standard band t acili ties loca ted in the Un1 ted States, 
Honolulu, T.H., the Phillipines, Tangier, Ger many, nd else-
where. Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, 
George v. Allen, in charge ot the IBD, is responsible tor ita 
policies. 
"The Voice of America" broadcasts to most of' the 
nations of the wor,ld in twenty languages, including Greek, 
Italian, Spanish, Mandarin, Czech, German, Russian and English. 
Programs to the countries of Eastern Europe are relayed over 
the facilities of the BBC, the relay stations at Munich, and 
Station RIAS at Berlin, Standard band stations in Italy, 
Austria, France and Germany also reb~oadcast the shortwave 
program• to European countries. 
Response to the "Voice ot America" programs has been 
mo st encouraging. An average of fifteen thousand lette~• are 
received each week from listeners to the programs. It is the 
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task of the IBD to 'bli'oadcast news and to represent correctly 
the policies of the United States government, both foreign 
and domestic. Emphasis is put on neW'a and variations ot the 
newth A breaking down ot the programa 'broadcast ,shows the 
I content to be as · tollow!J: news, 35%; analysi s ot· news and 
feature programs based on the news1 ~%; JDusio and Americana, 
20$. Sixty-five percent ot .the entire .. output of the IBP is 
transmitted toward the countries ot Europe, . the rest being 
mainly aimed at Latin America. At this time the 11 Vo1ee of 
America" has, a s 1 ta basic purpose, the explana tion ot America 
to the people of the Sov1et .... con~rolled oQuntriee. 
Prior to World War II, international shortwave btoad-
casting in the United States was in the hands ot private broad-
casters. Until 1942, such commeroial .broadcasters as General 
Electr1o, \vestinghouse, NBC, CBS, Crosley, were licensed to 
operate thirteen tra.nsmi tters,. directing programs to many 
areas of the world. t11 tll the advent of the war, all shortwave 
broadcasting tao111t1es were consolidated under the government. ! 
At the present time this oonsolidation is still in etfe~t. 
with one exception. This exception is the World tide Broad-
casting Foundation, a. private organization. 
In 1945, the 1Vo1ee of America." was broadcasting a 
total ot 1,134 hours per week; in 1949,. one hundred seventy-
five hours were broadca st each week. This reduction in the 
amount ot hours broadcast seems mainly due to the f act tha t 
14 
the private licensees have not resumed their licenses to 
reenter the fi eld of shortwave broadcasting, and, while the 
Department of State wa.s operating the 11 Voice ot America" on 
an interim basis, 1t was a day.to-day type ot operation. 
1 
'fhe 2::.lth-Mundt Act, pa!!sed by Congress in 1948, 
authorizes the Secretary of State: 
••• to provide for the preparati on, and dissemina-
tion abroad, of information about the United States, 
its people, and its policies , through •.• radio •.. 
and other information media. • .• The .Act also pro-
vides that nothing ••• shal l be construed to give 
the Department a monopoly in the production or 
spon~orship ~n the air of shortwave broadcaeting 
programs •.• 
With tbis Aot, the government became officially engaged in 
l 
broadcasting as a business. Under another section of thE'! 
' Act , 3 the expert advice of prominent people in the field was 
provided. The United States Advisory Commission on Inform-
ation was established to "formula te and recommend out or t his 
Act . . . 
The following were appointed to this Commission by 
President Truman : Mark Ethridge, Publisher or the L<?uisville 
Courier-Jqurna:J., Chairman; Erwin D. Canham, Editor of the 
1gubl;i 9 Law,- 402. 
2Ib1d., Title V, Seetion 501. 
3 Ibt:d., Section 601. 
4 J:bid. 
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Cht+st,.an Science MonitQr; Phillip D. Reed, Chairman of 
General Electric ; l1ark A. r1a.y , Director, Yale University 
Inst1 tute o:f Human Relations; ·and Justin Aliiller, President of 
the ·National Association of Broadcaster~:~ . 
This commission was orgnnized to examine the organiza-
tion in the State Department which is responsible for the 
development and dissemina tion of information programs through-
out the world. R~dio scripts, films, books and news and 
feature files are studied, and the Department is informed as 
to both program content and policy. Personnel , Civil Servioe 
governing ~egulations, and other various organizational prob-
lems are examined. 
At the request of the Commission, a special advisory 
committee of United States Broadcasters was appointed by 
Justin ~iller , the duties or which are to advise the Commis-
sion in respect to broadcasting. Those appointed are : Wesley 
I. Drumm, Associsted Broadcasters ; lval ter Lemmon , orldwide 
broadca sting; John Steen, 'estinghouse; James D. Shouse , 
Crosley; Robert Peare , General Electric; John Gillin, Station 
\'lOW, Omaha; A. A. Schechter, Mutual; Lawrence Lowman, CBS; 
and William Brooks , NBC . Among the recommendations of this 
Committee is that ~the Advisory Commission should re-examine 
the idea or a government-supported corporation to handle the 
''Voice ot America ' " . 
Suggestions have been proposed for the formulation of 
16 
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an agency to h ndle international brondc sting by a mer ger of 
t he licensees' f acil1 ties, by the formation of cor · oration 
ot pr1 va te broadcasters , by government subsidization of' private ! 
broadc sters , nd by the establishment of "The International 
Broadcasting Found tion of the United St ates". This l est 
proposa l ~:1as f ormula ted a s a pl an to elimina te the interim 
basis under which the Department of St a te wa s controlling the 
"Voice of Ameri ca". Submitted to Congress by the State Depart 
of fourteen .private citizens appointed by the President with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, with the Secretary of 
State a s the fifteenth member . The pur pose of the foundation 
was to"disseminate information pertaining to American life, 
industry techniques, culture and customs," and to encourage 
the development of international broadcasting by organiza tions 
in this country. This Foundation plan was never acted upon by 
Congress, for the Appropriations Act of 1947 continued the 
St a te Department control already in effect. Under tll1s 
Appropriations Act, the right was given to any broadcaster to 
enter the shortwave broadcasting field and to progr~ up to 
twenty-five percent of the effective listening time. 
There has been much discussion as to tbe actual value 
of the •Voice ot Ameriealt program of the Depar"Gment of St a te .• 
It baa been called a voice of peace and also an instrument of 
political and war propaganda. It has been indicated that the 
17 
"Voice of .America" speak.s effectivel y in 1 te ef'torts to break 
down the barriers which prevent the free flow of international 
information. \fhether or not the programs are considered prop-
aganda, it has been recognized by many as the personification 
of American ideals. 
Uno:t'fioial , but none the less effective in reaching the 
peoples of the world and in disseminating information towards 
international understanding is the only free- enterprise voice 
from .Amerioa-- the World Wide Broadcasting Foundation 's Station 
·:RUL. In 1935,. with the id of grants from the Ro ckefeller 
Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation for I nternational Peaee , 
the !Ulbank Fund and other philanthropic endowments , ffiUL wa s 
founded and st rted beaming programs overseas by short wave . 
The idea of WRUL was eoncel ved by W'al ter s. Lemmon, an elec-
trical engineer and i nventor, ··ho was connected w1 th President 
q11son 1 s staff at the Paris Peace Conference at Versailles in 
1919. A naval oommun1ea.t1ona off1oer, ur. Lemmon perceived 
the val~-te of free international communication, a nd formll.l ated 
the plan for a ~orld Radio Uni vers.1 ty . The first three aall 
letters of the s ta t1on come from these words , the "L 11 1 s for 
1 ts 11 steners. 
By 1939 a repre sen t a tive liberal arts curriculum was 
being offered by 1-lRUL. Its educa t1ona l progr e.ms were prepared 
with the aid of Ha.rvs.rd . Massachusetts Inet1 tute of Technology, 
Boston Uni vers1 ty a.nd Mount Holyoke College , and the programs 
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~;ere beamed t o t hirty-one countries in twen ty-.four l anguages. 
Studio s -v1e.re located on Commonwealth Avenue, Bos ton , and 
tra nsmitted fl"om their own shortwave transm1 tters in Scituate, 
. ass. 
In 1942 the United St a tes Government took control of 
all shortwave transmit t ers, and until recently the \VRUL pro-
gr ams were directed by the Office of tla.r I nformation. It was 
not unti l FebruarY , 1947 tha t WRUL again began its own pro-
gramming, although the State Department still uses the station. 
It is the goal of V.1l.UL to establish a world r adio chain 
of unlverslties with a branch in every seat of culture in the 
• world. A comprehensive curriculum will 'be worked out with the 
cooperation ot American colleges. Already the curriculum t or 
this university 1s well under way toward completion under the 
guidance ot D::.:- . Henry ~1 . Holmes, retired Dean of the School 
of Education of Harvard University. Regular courses on world 
11 tera tlU'e, world his tory and geography, the art .s and sci ences 
are being pl anned. It is ot interest to note tha t tive thou-
sand Latin Americans learned Basic English from ,~H.uL•s radio 
courses, taking examinations by mall and writing essays in 
Basic English. During World War II, ~~UL 1 s courses in ba sic 
airplane design, interna tional telegraphy, and the ·tunda.ment-
als at electronics were considered to have aided in the 
enlistment program ot the Air Forces and the S.ignal Corps. 
Ea.oh day WRUL bxooacioasts fifteen minute programs, 
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called roeri can Business Bulletins. These programs include 
closing security and eommodi ty prices, the latest ne -TS of 
products, techniques and businesses, and general economic 
information. These are transmitted to Europe a t 3:45 P •• 
and to La tin America a t 6:00 P. M. EST . Many listeners :f'rom 
the Uddle East have written tha t they reoei ve t hese broad-
casts at a l ate hour in the night, and plans al"e being made 
to add a third broadcast for their benefit, to h~ transm1 tted 
in the afternoon. Sever al Latin American stations record the 
American Business Bulletin programs and use them each day tor 
rebroadcast and .for u.ae in the local newspapers. 
In arch, 1948, WRUL laun~hed anexport-import progr am 
to tell the story of how Un1 ted St a tes firms opera te, espec-
ially under the European Recovery. Directed by Seymour MilleJ; 
these feature programs are beamed to Europe and Latin America. 
They comprise an unrehearsed round .. table type program, vith 
Mr. Miller as moderator and various g.roups of business men 
and/or government.al officials acting as members of the round-
table. 
Two other weekly features tor more technioally ... minded 
listeners are itNew Horizons and 11 Aviat1on Notebook 11 • The 
former features officials in companies wbo specialize in 
product research; the latter avi ation experts telling ot late 
technical nd air transport developments :made by the United 
States aircraft and aviation industries. 
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The mor e ambitiou rogram ~ttempted by the non-
commercia l \Jorld Wide Broadcaa ting Fo undation 1 s ita "Oarav n 
Diaryu . .Directed by Hyman Holmes of the Foundation ' s Boston 
office, this p:r•ogr am entails exhaustive re search. Using 
mobile equipment, 1r. Holmes and his staff visit apeoif'ic 
companies and, through interviews, collects information on 
bow the company opera tes and ho-w the employe.es ork., p l ay e.nd. 
live . All ~oices are t ape- re corded, then edited to fit a 
halt-hour .docu.menta.ry program tha t is broadcast every Saturday 
afternoon in nine languages ~ 
'£his mobile unit is able to obtain enougl;l mat erial for 
a six months ' supply of broadoasta in six. teek s . Having 
mainly concentra ted in New England, . . pl ans are now oompletect. to 1 
extend these broadca sts to include all industries in the 
A new series will describe United St a tes in-.
1 
United St a tes. 
duetries from their beginning through all stages of their 
development. A well-rounded story of tne free-enterprise 
system will be the goal of t hi s series. 
Thus f ar discussed have been the t 1o mo s t i mportant 
agencies for international broa dcasting in the United ~ States, 
the nvoice of America" and the ~1orld \vide Broadcasting Fo und-
ation. Al so locat ed ·in the United States, but not aatt!a.J,.~y 
a part of t he Federal Government are t o other agencies, each 
working clo sely w1th the other. These are the United lat i ons 
Radio and the United Na tio·ns Educatlonal , Soientific a nd 
I 
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In 1947, in accordance with a resolution adopted b7 
the First Session of the UNESCO General Conterenoe in Decem-
ber , 1946, the Secretariat first undertook a surv.ey of the 
communications facil1t1ea 1n .twelve war-devastated countries. 
The main obJect of the survey was to determine the losses 
suffered by those countries in equipment and personnel. This 
survey was so well carried out that in 1948 the Secretariat 
instructed the Commission on Teotmical Needs ot the Press, 
Film and Radio to continue their study to countries where the 
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means ot communication have not yet been fully developed. In 
1949 yet another survey was carried out, thus bringing up to 
forty-three the number of oot.tntries surveyed. 
The third Session ot tmESOO 1 e General Conference 
defined by a formal resolution the two-told purpose ot the 
Technical Needs survey: 
To assist in the re~torat1o~ and development 
ot the means of mass communication; 
To publish objective 1n(ormat1on on press , 
film and radio throughout the .world with the 
object or, (a) enabling UNESCO to t~.ke effect! ve 
measures for the removal ot obstacles to the 
tree flow ot information; (b) providing press, 
film and radio with a work of reference, which 
will also be. ot value tor the purpose ot sociolog-
ical studies. 
A thorough repor·t was mt:tde by the Oomm1ss1on on Tech-
nical Needs ot the Press, Film and Radio , and recommendations 
were made as to the role ot broadnasting in educat1.on by 
radio; pr.otessional training; and technical problems. In 
education by radio, stress was placed upon three d1 vi sions: 
in school and university education; in •education, properly 
so-called, the fundamental purpo se of wb.iQh 1s to enable all 
men to give ot their best, as indiViduals, a.s c1 tizens, a.s 
members ot a f amily and as workers"; 1 in th.e development ot 
general cu.l ture. 
T.b.e constitution of UNESCO requ.iree that it t.urther 
1 the work ot advancing the mutual knowledge and understanding 
laeport ot the Commission 2n Teghn1ca1 Needs ot Press, 
Film and Re..dio ,TUNESCO Publication, Paris, 1949L 
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of peoples through all means of mass oommunica.tion", and it 
reeomm.ends •to that end such international agr.,ements as may 
be ne.oe ssary to promote the tree flow ot ide~ a by word and 
1 image". The best equipped organ of mass communication for 
long-distance interchange between peoples is high frequency 
broadcasting , because of its range and speed. 
UNESCO believes tha t broadcasting to foreign oountr1.es 
is the most important ot all the different uses of hi~h fre-
quencies. Theret.cre UNESCO has recommended that the highest 
· priority be assignad to lnterna.tional b~oad.ca.sting.. Such 
broadcasts are tbe most powerful means ot prov.1d1ng worlQ.-wide 
d1.ssem1nation of information. All evidence suggests that 
high frequency broadcasting will serve to contribute to the 
growth ot human solidarity. Should this· tail, the divisions 
ot the world will be deepened by the strengthening ot the 
impenetrable isolation ot those nationalistic t.tni ta into which 
t he ·,world is group'ed. 
In .. a memorandum from Dr. Jaime Torres Bode·t, Director-
G"'neral ot UNESCO , to the International High-Frequency Broad-
casting Conference held in Mexico in October, 1948, nr·. Bodet 
r~commended that support be given to the application submitted 
by tne United Nations tor a high frequency allocation.· This 
allocation was not only to cover the requirements ot the 
1 constitttt1gn J2!: UNESCO, Article 1, Para. 2a . 
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United Na tions but tho se of the Specialized Agencies generally, 
and U ESCO in partioulRr. 
The United Na.tions broadcasting sta tion ol" 
stations, as and when set up b7 the United Nations, 
·shall prof'ide common :tac111ties tor · the United 
Nations, tor UNESCO and tor other Specialized 
Agencies .as agree to part1c1pt\te. The d.eterm1n1ng · 
and development of this common service and such 
ot her coot'dina tion of activ1 ties a s may be mutually 
agreed shall be the responsi bil1 ty of a board, the 
compos! tion, constl tution and functions of which 
will be determined by the adm1n1stra1t1ve arrange-ments between the parties coneerned. . . 
At tha t time, UNESCO asked that the request ot t he 
United Nations be considered a s a Joint request with a view to 
t.b.e creation ot a joint broadcasting system dedicated t o the 
service ot peace, which, by its very nature, could not but 
ha:'le a salutary et:tect in uniting the nations of the world. 
As yet, such an undertaking has not been attempted. 
may be startling in its soope and originality, but never, in 
all its greatness, was it more necessary that .1t 1a toda;r. 
lThe SttnJilemen~~:rf Agreem~n;t · ~twe~n UNES.OO and . jhe 
United Na~ions, (Article 4, para. la; December 3, 1947 • 
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CHAPTER IV 
UNITED NATIONS RADIO 
The lln1 ted Nations has the l argest potential radio 
audience ot any broadcaster in the orld. Two billion people 
belong to the United Na. tiona :ram1ly, and the United Nations 
Broadcasters hope to convert the entire 1orld into a primary 
listening area. 
The United Na tions Radio is actually the only organ ot 
international information which is str1ctly .unbiased. This 
is due to the tact that recognizing and accepting the charter 
of the United Nations a.nd the aims expressed therein, the 
United Nations Radio must give a complete coverage of the 
activities of the United Na tions and its divisions truthfully 
and impartially. It it were to propagandize in a biased 
fashion, limiting the expression or the views ot one nation 
and stressing tho .se .of another, 1 t would defeat the purposes 
ot its creation. The United Nations Radio cannot play poli-
tics. 
With all the impediments to t~e tree flow of inform-
ation via the printed word and the motion picture , radio 
offered the only non-censorable, purely international inform-
ation instrument available , . permitting the Un1 ted Nat1o1la to 
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speak directly to the peoples of the world. 
Statement .9.!. Policz:. The ba.sic principle tor all the 
work of the Department of Public Intormat1on of the United 
Nations is contained 1n the statement made at the thirty-first 
meeting of the General Assembly in February, 1~46. This 
statement 1s; "The United Nations cannot achi.:;ve the purposes 
for which it has been created unless the peoples of the world 
are tully informed ot its aims and aot1Y1ties". One principle 
laid down was that the Department of Public Information should 
primarily assist and rely upon the cooperation of established 
information agencies; governmental and non-governmental. It 
was also sta ted that the Department should, on its own 1n1t-
1at1 ve, engage in posi ti~e informational activities that 
' ' ' 
would supplement the services of existing agencies of inform-
ation. 
Actual 'bJ:-oadoasting or United Nations activities began 
With the opening of the first General Assembly in London, 
F~brua;.:o;, 1946. At tbie time the British Broadcasting Corp-
oration gave excellent cooperation to visiting oorrespondents. jl 
The United Nations Radio Division may be said to have 
come 1n to being w1 th the opening of the second. half ot the 
firs · General Assembly in October" 1946, at Lake Success. 
Studio recording tac111ties tfere provided for radio corre-
spondents f;rom all parts of the world to transmit dispatehes , 
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talks, and interviews back to their countries. At this time, 
meetings were broadcast regularly !rt English and French. 
Programs were produced and release~ in the t1ve official 
languages, English, French, Spanish, Russian and Chinese. 
Relay r ac111t 1es were provided by tbe United. St a tes Department 
ot State, The Can dian Broadcasti ng Corporation arid others. 
As the number of correspondent s inor•eased, f ac111.t ies and 
staff were expanded. Studios and booth.s t Lake Success and 
Flushing were set ~P to a ccommodate correspondents f rom 
eighteen countries. The Rad.io Div1tl1on considered that their 
most important !unction was to stimulate and maintain close 
contact with program directors of ex:isting broadcasting 
sta tions, suggesting topics and interviews as well a s supply-
ing transcription.s and scripts. 
At that time, the Radio Di·vision starr consisted of 
t1tty ... three members representing eighteen countries: United 
Kingdom, Norway, Chile, United States ot America, Netherlands, 
France, China, New Zealand, Iran, Canada, Paraguar, Brazil, 
Mexico~ Cuba, Byelorussia, Costa Rica , Belgium and Yugoslavia. j 
During this General Assembly (October, 1946), it 
beoame more and more evident tnat broadcasting systems and 
stations could not be expected to t ake complete responsibility 
in the necessary preparation for adequate coverage of the 
United Nations by radio. Because of this, plans were formu-
la ted to increase t h.e tatf and. scope of t he Radio Div1 sion. 
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s;a.tt. At the present time the United Nations Radio 
Services lists the following personne:l: 
ll!! exeguyive staff; 
BenJamin Oohen, Ae.si stant Se,cretary-Generai 
Department of Public Information 
Tor Gjesdal, Directo;r, Depar•tment of Public Infor-
mation 
Peter Aylen, Directo~, Radio D1 vision 
Carlos Ga;rcia ... Pala.oios, Deputy Director, 
Radio Division 
W. Gibson Parker, Chief or Producti on 
Norman Corwin, Special Projects 
Regional Supervieortu 
Hugh Williams, European and Mi ddle East Services 
Eugenio A. Soler, La tin American Services 
Mike Peng, Trans .... Pao.itlc Services 
Gerald Kean, English Language Section United States 
Stat,ion Relations, . Dorothy Lewi s 
Cesar Orti~, Supervisor Report.s Desk 
Ctf!ssi:t1cf1tions. According to the 'bat;ie policy of ttl£' 
Department of Public Informa tion of the United Nations , as 
I 
presented by the 1946 General Assembly, the . work of the Radio 
D1via1on falls roughly into two olass1fieat1ons: 
1. United Nations radio provides transmission 
faoili ties, studios a nd recordings tor radio corre-
spondentS' a nd newsmen who are officially credited 
to the United Nations . Many of these co:rrespondenta 
are permanently attached to the United Nations Head-
quarters and report the da.y-to-day aotivi ties. 
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2. The United Nations Raldio prepares various 
types ot programs to meet the needs and requests ot 
br oadca sting systems throughoutt the world. Su.oh 
programs are only crested atte1r consulta tion w1 th 
r adio executives of the broa.dc:a.st1ng systems. 
Short wave programs are usually prepared tor re .. 
broadcast. 
The content or all United Nat j.ons Radio program8 is 
designed to , cover the broad ac t i vitiEIS of the United a tione 
General Ass embly, Seouri ty Counci l, ~~rueteeship Counci l, the 
Commissions and Agenoiee. A la.rge pl~oportion of the United 
Nations broadcasts is devoted to new1~ reporting. These uews 
bulletins are, a s needs b e , completely objective. U th the 
searchlight of fitty .... eight nations tJ:-ained upon t he United 
Nations newscas t s t hey must adhere clo sel y to :raots and not 
indulge in editorializing or propaga nda. 
Other programs a r e designed ~) describe various phases 
ot United Na tion• wol'k in all par t s c:>f the worl d a s .1 t rela tes j 
to the every day lives ot 1 ts two billion indivi dual members . I 
These programs reach all age lev~le :!lnd present materia l on 
the work of al l t he divisions, bodies, a nd sub- bodies of t he 
United Nations • 
. Sections !!! Pnera tlon. The r adio d1 vision of t h e . 
United Nations is divided into f our sections: European and 
Middle Eastern Services, Lati n Amer1oa..n 8ervi ces, Trana-
Paoitio Services and English Language Service; ea ch wi th a 
SuperYisor a nd Section Head. 
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Each week between twenty a.nd twenty .. tive b.o~rs are 
devoted to live broadoa.ats ot regular meetings. Approximately 
one hundred hours of bl"oadcasting originate weekly at Lake 
Success except during the General Assembly when .the output 
increases. This t.igure does not include the many hours ot 
rebroadcast by national systems, networks, local stations, 
nor the use ot recorded meetings and interviews~ nor the 
utilization of r adio scripts. 
SECTION OPERATION 
1 • . Eurgpeap ~ Mid44• ~aste£Q Services. Approx-
imately sixteen hours per week are broadcast and beamed to 
the European and Middle East services. The countries covered, 
' both directly by United Nations broadcasts and indirectly b y 
correspondent.& using t1n1 ted Nations tao1li ties, total thirty-
tbree. These are: Afghanistan, Belgium,. Syelorussi 1 Ce.nada 
(French Network), Czechoslovakia , Denmark, gyPt, Ethiopia, 
France and the French Union, Greece, Haiti, Iceland, Iran, 
Iraq, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, 
Norway, Palestine, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Syria, Turkey, Ukraine, U. S. s. R • ., Yeman and 
tugoslav1a. Programs are broadcast in sixteen languages: 
II 
French, Russian,, Arabia, Dutch, Nor eg1an, Icelandic,. Greek, 
Turkish, Serbo-Clros.t, Polish, Czech, Amharic, Persian, 
Pusb.tu, Hebrew, end Italian. Five transmitters. are used to 
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carry these programs: 
kilocycles meters 
CKNC 17, 820 16 . 84 
CKCX 15 , 190 19. 75 
WNRA 21 , 610 13. 88 
WNRI 18 , 160 16. 52 
l\TI)OC 15 , 130 19.72 
The main content ot these programs is news ot the 
United Nations . Programs about the United Nations and its 
specialited agencies are also featured. Reports are made by 
guest commentators on the vaJ"ious activities of the United 
Nations organization. In addition to live broadcasts , 1n 
countries where reo~ptlon is sometimes unsatisfactor y, fea-
ture programs are sent out by transcription. The principal 
oountries to wb.i!;.'h these transcriptions are sent number eleven: 
Afghanistan, Denmark , Egypt, France , Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, 
Sudan, Sweden, Syria and Turkey. There has been excellent 
response received by means ot listeners' letters on broadcasts 
-ot the European and Middle East services. Cooperation from 
radio station.s reau.l ted in many regular relays in almost all 
the countries covered. The largest response from listeners 
comes from the Netherlands , and Sweden . Letters are also 
received from Poland, Belgiwm, Czechoslovakia, Denmar k , Egypt , 
France , Finland, Germany, Greece , Ha1 ti , Iraq I ra.q, Israel , 
Italy, Lebanon, Madagascar, Morocco, Netherlands, Norway, 
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Palestine , Poland, Portugal,. Saudi-Arabia, Spain, Switzerland, 
Syria, Turkey and U. s. S. R. 
2 .. Latin American Serviceg. Twelve hotir .s ot broad-
casting are sent to the Latin American Services from the 
United Nations Radio. All Latin American countries are covere 
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti , 
Honduras , Mexico , Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Perl.l , Uruguay, 
and Venezuela. These services are broadcast in the two lan-
guages ot Latin America--Spanish and Portuguese. There are 
forty-five stations in Latin America affiliated with the 
United Nations Network tor Peace, all carrying tbt major pro-
gra.Dls of the United Nations Radio. These torty-f'ive stations 
operate in twenty-one Latin American countries, including 
Puerto R;too.l 
There are eight trariami ttera used to send these pro-
grams ot the Latin American Services. Five of these trans-
mitters are those ot the United States Department of State: 
WRCA , WNRX, WLWR-1 , WLWP-2, WOBX. Two are those of the World 
Wide Broadcasting Foundation: WRUL AND ~muw. One is the RCA 
tranami tter: WQE. A total ot sixty affiliated stations relay 
the United Nations programs. 
The main content of the programs or the Latin American 
1see list ot affiliated Latin American Stations in 
Chapter VI, Charts, Tables and Graphs. 
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Services 1s news, . talks, interviews and features '. DailY' pro- ' 
grams . include news, · "Debate of the Daytt and "La tin America 
Speaks•. A bi-weekly progrBJll is 11Mail Box of the Nations, tt 
based on the fan mail received at and by the United Nations. 
'!'here are several weekly progr .me prepared especially tor this 
section. T.b.ey are: MSpeaking to the Peoples," ttinternati onal 
Week, 1 (a resume ot the activities of the United Nations), 
"Voice ot Wor ld Opinion," "Answers to your ~Ud::ltions," 
"Bulletins ot the Air,." ._ Woman and Peace, tt "Interviews," (with 
delegates a nd visitors), "How the United Nations Operates," 
and ~UNESCO Review." 
Fea ture programs tor special occasions are also trans-
mi t ted to all countries. For example, from Janu.ar;r l to April 
15, 1949, 103 transoribed programs were forwarded t .o thirteen 
countries in the Latin American Services and a special series 
ot t wenty-six broadcasts were sent to nineteen sta tions in 
thirteen countries. Fifty hot;trs ea.oh month are devoted to 
United Nations transcribed programs. 
Audience response to these programs, a.ooording to the 
data ot the Radio Division of the United Nations, 18 excellent. 
In the month of Jant~ary, 1949, a total ot nine hundred a1xty 
lett ers were received from listeners in Latin America. 
Excerpts from letters reoe1ved by the United Na tions 
Division ot Radio during the month or November, 1949, indicate 
the value of t he La tin American Services. These are translated 
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from tbe original Spanish and are only a small portion ot the 
responses representing eight Latin American countries. 
I am a devoted li stene.r to the programs trans-
mitted by your start, instructed to send the inter-
eating news referring to the United Nat1ons.--Dr. 
Ana1bon! Guerrero Baez, La Romana, Republica Dominican~ 
I must send my expression and thanks for the 
programs which are transmitted over the wires of the 
·united Nations. I feel that these programs are im-
portant and that this work merits the help and the 
cooperation of all the citizens of the world.--
J. ErliJman, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
I believe that the programs, wit~n your o~gan­
ization, are complete. By the work ot your start 
we, the radio listeners ot Latin Amerioa, are perfect-
ly informed of the activities ot the United Nations 
and ot your great contribution to world peaoe.--
Jorge Saavedra Guerrero, Palmira, Colombia. 
For a long time I have been listening to your 
programs directed to the countries where Spanish 
1s spoken. They are completely interesting and 
effective in the publication of present intormation.--
Praxedes Noret, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico. 
I have . had the opportunity ot listening to the 
programs tor Latin America of the Organization ot 
the United Nations; and, truly, they are a great 
opening for the mutual understanding o:t' our coun-
tries. ·--Dr.. Francisco Roque Serrano, Teg·uoigalpa, 
Honduras. 
Every day I have the pleasure ot listening to 
ttThe Voice ot the United Na tions".. I appreciate 
the importance o:t' its subject matter, the exact-
ness of its news and the clarity of its announcers.--
A. \Y' . Barcena, Nogales, Mexico. 
The declarations which I hear in your programs, 
with sufficient clarity and good volume, the world 
newe, the •speaking to the Peoples" program, and 
other programs are ot great general interest.--
Santiago Luna Hueso, Quezal tenango, .Guatemala. 
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The information hich you give , by means of r adio, 
ot the aotlvi ties of the Assembly ot the United Nations 
interest .me greatly, and thanks to them I . oonsid.er the 
problems whiCh are presented ip . tavo.r ot Universal 
Peace nd how they cart be settled.--Angel Ant .. Barra 
A., San Salvador, El Salvador. 
3. Tranf•P~oit;o Sf£V1Q~I· This section, the Trans-
Paoitio Service, broadcasts ten and one-halt hours weekly. The 
Trana-Paoifio Section serves six Member States of the United 
Nations, namely, Burma, China, lnd.la, Pakistan, Philippines ··' 
and Siam. In addition, regular broadca$ti!l are also made to 
Indonesia both in Dut.bh and in Malay, ·to Indo-China in French, 
and to scattered Eng11sh-spealt1ng communities within the 
in English. 
The langu$ges in whiCh the Trane-Paoitio Services are 
broadcast are: Burmese, Chinese, Dutch,- English, French, 
Hind\latan:\., lndonesian-l1alar, Siamese,· Tagalog and Urdu. 
There are tour United Nations S~ate Department trans-
m1tters and one Br1 t1sb Broadcasting Corporation tranami tter · 
used :regularly by thia service. The Ame!'ican tranemitters 
are KNBA and KNBI in sexton, California; KRHO in Honoll!lu, T. H. I 
and a special relay station in Manila . , · . 
The main content of the Trane-Paoitic Sert-1o6 .~ j. ·s 
usually broadcasts of the United Nations News since most coun-
tries in t.b.is region are ae.rved only t1ve minutes daily. The 
Chinese program., ho-wever, has twenty minutes each day so it 
oan attord to give five minutes to talk$ and teatures. troDl day 
to day. Nevertheless, special interviews are frequently used 
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on '"ll pro rama. 
Fro time to time, recording of peo1al program r 
nt to r adio t tions 1n Oh1n , Pak1 a t an, I ndia., au:rm , 51 · 
and the Ph111pp1n e. These programtt a);"e usu lly of t n to 
f1tteen m1nut ·! duration and feature the v riou act1v1 tie of 
the Unit d N · t1on and 1 te Sp c1 11 zed Agenc1e s whi ch e.Jte of 
1ntere t to the peoples in tbe Pac1t1o ~ea. Recorded t alk 
nd in t rvi v s w1 tb de leg te nd rep~ en t ti ve to th 
Gen ral bly and tb..e Council · of the Unit d Nations nr 
sent. aome reo nt p~grams are The Declar tion of u. an 
Mgb:t~s ,' *'G .noo1d , a n· 1UNICEF t•. 'l'h1 service is pr sently 
working on 1;b.e • United N t1on C 111ng Yow ··pt'ogr m. 
Tile Tr ans-P Qitlo S ction dr listen r l ttor tro 
pr oti.cally ll e.ountr1 s .nd territories within the reg1on. 
Th eompar t1v 11 new th'du program, d1root d to 1' k1 t n, h 
thus far r oe1 ed t n•mnil trom eighteen countries ltogether, 
m 1 ot them being ou.tSJ1de t.be region. S ver l 11 tenel' 
lett r have recently oom tt-o Jnp bich, s ·a tor. er 
netDY countrY', ts not the cone rn ot the United N tion dio 
t the pres nt moment •. 
4. inSlith LIMY!!GO aerX1Q!I--~eDf!D1. · Fro the 
On1 ted Nations Radio Division, English 1 ngu ge bro de t are 
ent al~ ;over North Ameri ca., b;y dome tto relay, and by short 
ave to Austr lia. ; New Z$ l a nd., Ind1a, P . 1 t n, the Ph111p• 
pines, countri of Nortbern and southern "urope , North .nd 
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South Afrlo , · d tne Middl st. There r bet e n forty-
tiv and 1xty hour bro .deast weekly by th · Sngl1Ah t nguag 
1 S rvlee • The :to·llowi . countr!.es re coY red; !.U tr 11 1 
0 r.a da, Ind1 :1 e t Zea.lan , }. orth and Soutb fr1c , orth n 
South i:uro , Pak1 t c n , .Phili p 1ne 'lnd the United St t • 
Short ve 'bl~o . de at of e t1ngs . x- he rd reguJ.arly in the 
Un1 ted K1ngqorn, .Europe nd the .Middle "ast • . The . m Jol'1 ty ot 
th progr me re bro de st 1n 1tn.gl1 h., al though, . 111 b 
pointed out in a l ~ r p ragr ph, tb re are . fe exception • 
I The Engl1Sh. L nguage ae·rviee$ use dom . at1o tr ·n · itt r et 
1n the ·Unlted St ate and 0 n da, land line ·, and tr nttc:r1p t1on I 
6bort v t c111 t 1ee nr e contrfbut d by the Uni te<i . St te St t 
I 
.I 
D partment and the 0 n di an Broadcasting Oorp.ora tion. he 
form r b~ama to Europe and tb Far A t, ~ nd · the 1 tt . r beam 
th short · ve progr&m:s to South J\f:r.1ca nnd e 2 .. 13nd. 
Thea pro ra pre . nt d by the E ·l1sb L nguag Ser- , 
v1ctf8 1nclud broado t of the actual proceeding. ot 1 port nt 
m et1ng ot ... be Un1 ted N ttons Gener. l ssemblJ nd 1 te n-
oies; r gul r n 'bro de st ; ne s umm . ria . . hloh include 
r co:rde.d axe rp~·~ .from the m$ t1ngs; 1nt r ·v1e 1th delegat 
otual1 t1e ; eo1 1 t .tures; dr t1c pre entRtion • · ll 
are dee1gned to report on th d y-to- d 1 development nd to 
the 1m nd . ot1v1 ties ot the Unit d · · t1on nd 11 
t rel ted agono1e . Tr . n or1b a rogr .ma are sent regularly 
to Er1111 h ap 1ng member nnd many mn 11 b 1 u :re 
• ,
sta tions all over the world • 
. Many communications a nd letters indicate tha t the 
Uni.ted Nations broadcasts reach all English speaking countries 
and in addition, letters from non- English speaking countries 
in the l(1ddle Eas·t, Africa and the Pacific areas indicate tha. t 
the programs are well received and apprecia ted there. 
5. ~nglish Langu§Be Servise, ...... speoifio. In a specific 
consideration of the English Language Services ot the United 
Nations Radio Division, the coverage will be broken down by 
countries a s follows: Australia, Canada, Great Britain, New 
Zealand, South Africa, Miscellaneous English speaking areas 
and tm Oni ted States of America. 
! .. qst.t'ali&. The t".vo separ ate a nd distinct of'f1c1al 
radio servi ces o: Australia have been coopera tive with the 
United Nations Radio in every practical way. 'l'he shortwave 
service hi ch i s cal led Radio Australia, is operated by the 
Commonwealth I nformation Department~ This serves the Pacific 
a,re,a :gene; ally J .n a great number or languages, as well as 
beaming programs to North America and Europe,. It has regular- · 
ly relayed the Engliah news bulletih !rom the United Nations 
Pacific transmission. Radio Australia has also used this 
material a s ba ckground guidance in preparing international 
news broadcasts, and has made some use of United Nations 
transcrip tions sent to Radio Australia, afte.r use by the 
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.:\u stralian Broadcasting Oomm1ss1on. 
The Aus t ralian Broadcasting Commission uses United 
Na tions tranec~'iptions and scripts. A wide variety ot p~o­
grams , ranging traer news talks to women 's programs are broad-
, oaat using this material . Frequen.tly v1s1 tors who are 
acquainted t<Ji th United · lations ma.t·ters ·have been interviewed. 
Al though handicapped by dollar shortages, the Austral-
ian Broe.doas tlng Commission has maintained corr·espondents at 
the United Nations a nd has used many ceble as well as voice 
reports from the ir own represeptatives. This Commission, like 
others from overseas, a nd its correspondents., have beun assis-
ted by being given time on United Nations transmitters. Every 
facility has .been given them in broadcasting and recording 
material to Australi• . 
'I 
I 
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.t\uetrali& 1e best served by the United Nations Paoitic 
transmission, reaching .them from shortwave ~ntennae based on 
the California coast a nd relayed both in Hawaii and anila. 
This general transmi ssio·i, 'Which is on the air f'rom 2!15 to 3:45 
in the mo:::·ning, Essr, oomprisea a variety :of' ·other languages, · 
as well as English. Australia oan also hear the United Nations 
Australasian prog:rara broadcast over the Ca.nadiEm . ackville, 
N. B., tra nsmitters, but ·beamed at New Zeala nd. 
The transm1 tters uaed in the Paoi·f'tc program are~ 
KNBA 
kilocycles 
15,130 
meters 
19.83 
kilocycles meters 
KNBI 9 ,,660 31 . 09 
. KRHO 17,800 16·. 86 
lJlani l a Rel ay 15,330 19~57 
'l'he transmitters used 1n the Australasian program are: 
CHOL 
CKLX 
11; 720 
15 , 090 
25.60 
19.88 
Qa.nada. The Canadian Ero ~deasting Corpora tion cooper.,. 
a tea with the United Nations Radio, a nd 1n1 tiates its ovm 
Un1 ted ta.tions material, on both 1 ts nntional networks and in · 
1nternat1one.l shortwave transmissions . 
The O~C Trans-Canada. and Dominion networks re·gularly 
carry t 1:-:o importa nt United NP. tions productions. From these 
networks, stat1o~.e from coas t to coset relay the programs to 
their loo~l communities . ttU. N. Today" is relayed Monday 
through Friday , from 11 :15 to 11: 30 P . M. , EDT, this being an 
increasingly good listening hour, . a s the progre.m lS relayed in 
the West~r:1, !:{ountaln a nd Pacific regions of Oaned • tt !emo 
From Lake uccess,." the quarter- hour revie-; of the eek's 
developments , featur!ng some Rpeclal a spect of the o:rk of the 
United Nations , 1s r~layed trom 7:45 to 8:00P. M. , EDT. on 
Saturday . 
Tb.e Oans.cUan Broadcasting Corporation hns shown great 
interest in covering United Nations developments on its own 
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account , and has for more than a year maintained a tull- t1me 
correspondent and pl:'ogram as sistant a t Lake Success. A var1e ty 
. I 
of material has come from this unit, both. for national and 
international services of the OBC . Several times a week, if' 
not daily, the national audience of Canada has heard ot United 
Nations developments from observers at Lake Success, presenting 
the Canadian viewpoint. tfide use of Un1 ted Nations bulletins 
and of material prepared by the CB0 1 s own correspondents has 
been inoluded .in its own shortwave output in many languages 
to Europe , Latin America and the Caribbean. In addition, in 
talks, d1sc\1ss1ons , and feature programs, the Canadian net..-
works have covered United Nations problema , and kept them 
before the public. 
Canadian Broadcasting transmitters beamed on Northern 
and Central Europe, and the Middle East , as well a s upon New 
Zealand and Australasia generally, and. South Atrioa, have 
regularly carried United Nations..;.origina ted broadcasts and 
.reports from independent commentators trom overseas, stationed 
at the United Nations; in a wide variety ot language. 
There are many independent stations in Canada, a s well 
as the Canadian Association ot Broadoasters, which have a 
friendly and receptive interest in the United _Nations trom the 
beginning. These have , on the whole , been adequately served 
by th.e CBO un1 t at the Un1 ted Nations, the pi'og.r ams of w.b.lcb 
have been available to most ot ·tb.em. Some stations have taken 
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the in.i tie. tive in assisting local groups, interested in the 
United Nations and concerned in the relationship ot .oommunity 
t o 1nternation~l problems . 
Great E!r! ta.1n.. The Br1 tish Broadcasting Corporation 
serves both t.a~ peoples of the United Kingdom a nd a world .... wide 
audience of EngliSh speaking listeners, as well as listeners 
in many other l anguages. I t has covered U~tted Na tions devel-
opments from the inception of the organization. For over t wo 
years the Briti sh Broadcasting Corporation has maintained a 
senior correspondent with an a ssistant a.t Lake Succesl3, as 
well as a multi-lingual team ot correspondents serving tb.e 
domestic, European, a nd overseas news and talks services during 
important Assembly periods. 
DW'·ing the Paris Assembly in the autumn. of 1948, the 
BBC not only covered the United Nations iteelf, but made the 
transmitters ot the BBO available to the United Nations Radio 
D1 vision to transmit its programs to the chief listening areas . 
In the early days of the 'United Nations, when the Preparatory I 
Commission and the First Assembly were meeting 1n London, the 
British Broadcasting Corporation broadcast the tull proceedings 
on certain of their transmitters. 
To some extent the BBC broado.aste material scripted or 
prepared by the United Nations Radio Division, but to a greater 
and perhaps more important degree they have collaborated with 
the Radio Division in the preparation of notable tea.tu.re 
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programs , and have themselves cre:ated a nd initia ted teat11re 
and talk progra.m.s on mrld prob lems before the United Na tions. 
New ZeaJ;.and. The New Zealand Broadcasting Service, 
covering the islands· completely, regularly uses much United 
Nations material. Both transcriptions and recordings play an 
important part in their broadcas ts . 
A regular United Nations transmission is routed by way 
of Canada from 11:10 to 11:·30 P . <1 ., EST, Monday through Friday. 
any items ha~e been reoorded ott the air and relayed; wide 
use has been mad.e of United Nations talks and interviews sent 
to New Zealand for adapta tion 1n general programs. Good 
response has come from individual shortwave listeners in New 
Zealand and the Australasian target area generally, where a 
friendly snd interested attitude appears prevalent. 
The transmitters used are those of the Australasian 
Program. 
South Mr,\oa. During the Paris Assembly, (1948) a 
• 4 • . 
special United Nations program to South ' Atrioa was picked up 
and relayed by the South African Broadcasting Corporation to 
1 its networks. During the continuance or the Assembly a t 
Flushing Meadows and Lake Sueceas, it proved possible to in-
augurate a trans-Atlantio dai ly, Monday through Friday, 
quarter-hour service, via the Canadian Broa-dcasting Corpora-
tion Saokville , N. B., tranami tters. 
The South African Broadcasting Corporation has shown 
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an interest in United Nations recordings. Further development 
is expected in this field, a nd w1 th direct transmissions, as · 
a clear and effective transmission path is established to this 
area. Transmissions used are the same in the Australasian 
. 
Program, but at a different hour (12iOO midnight to 12:15 EST) . 
"Miscellaneous" Englisl} J3pe§k1ng Areas . There l!lre 
many conswners of · the English United ~1ationo radio material 
who do not properly lie within tbe normal 11 Englisb-langu.a~e 
area". 
The Philippines, for instance, t ake not only United 
a t1ona broadca sts in Tagalog, but also material from trans-
missions and transcriptions in ~nglish. 
In like manner , ma terial has been takftn by the English 
service or the Egyptian State Broadcasting,. in English a s 
well as in Arabic . 
All India Radio , the Pakistan Broadca.!!ting Service , and 
English speaking stations such as Bongkong , Trinidad, Jameio.a, 
~>lauritius, ivlalta . Northern Rhodesia, all ea.rry United Na.t1oae 
material sent out t:rom the Un1 ted Nations headquarters by 
transcrip tion or in script form. 
Ul}i ted. S~~Rte a Sl.!,. '*meric§. The breakdown of the United 
Nations r adio coverage in. tlle United States ot America "Will 
I be surveyed, as. . to daily oovel"age, weekly coverage, genel"al 
coverage, supplementa~;y ser·vioe.s , a.nd the United Sta.tee I . . . . 
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f'I?ogrt-~J.l. Soheiult; of the Unl ted Nations Radio tor 1950. 
Relayed dally from coast ·to coa st over the St a te Depart-
ment line 1s the prog:t•am "United Nations Today 11 • This is 
usually presented in the late evening, .onday trwough Friday, 
and r ·eaches one hundred and seventy stations, over the Don Lee , 
Yankee and Liberty Networks . It is a lso transct'ibed and air-
mailed to i~dividual stations . This progre~ receive the 1947 
citation from the George Foster :Peabody .Awa.r.ds Corruni ttee . A 
,. ' .1 ~. 
list of the s ·t a tiona carrying 11 U11i ted Nations .~.odaytt will be 
found in Chapter VI . 
In weekly coverage , three important programs ax•e pro-
duced by the United Nations Radio . "Memo from Lake Sucoes sn 
is a regular resume of United Nations Activities of each week. 
This prqgram ls carried by ninety- six af!il1ated stations ot 
the Col umbia Bx•oadeasting Syst$m. These programs were inaug-
urated at the 1948 Genel"al saew.bly . 11 Two Billion Strongn 1 s 
·the ·tl tlc of a new half' hour urogvam oal"l'ied by the American 
Broadcasting Company. I naug1.1ratod on April 9, 1949 ,. 1 t 
reflects -,,he woxok of the Secreta ria t ln relatlon to the basic 
·iorld- wide operation of the United Nations . tltJnl ted Nations 
Story 11 is a weekly transcribed bl~oadcast which is carried bf 
three hundred s·t;ations in st~--tes nd a reas not always cove:tted 
by other Un1 ted. Na. tiono Programs . 
As ~~r as general coveragt:) is concerned upon apeo1al 
occasions such as United Na.t1cns Day, New Yearts Day, Charter 
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Day, etc., the United Nations Radio releases a program to 
hundreds ot stations · from coast to coast. Two of these in 
1948 received commendation: "Think of Things," and ItA Year 
to Remember". 
The supplementary services of the United Nations Radio 
incl~de tour maJor programs. First, MUnited Nations Calling · 
You• is part of the script service of the Education Liaison 
Office of United Nations radio and which is being Qsed by two 
hundred titty educational stations and school systems. Begun 
in October, 1948, it is being received with such enthusiasm 
that 1 ts output has been doubled. Each week a k.i t is sent by 
airmail from Lake Success to all parts of the country. This 
kit contains a radio background sheet explaining some feature 
of the United Nations; a fifteen minute dramatic script tor 
school broadcast purposes and a weekly round-up of United I 
Nations news. This service is being used in many other English 1 
speaking countries and translated and transcribed into Spanish 
1
) 
and Chinese. 
For over three years, the "United Nations Women's 
Bulletin" has been issued monthly and distributed to twenty ... 
five hundred women broadcasters and. lay leaders in the United 
States and throughout the world. It is edited Jointly by the 
Women United For the United Nations and Advisory Committee ot 
Women Broadcasters and is written by official observers from 
Non-Governmental Organizations accredited to the United Nations. 
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It consi sts of a background artiole ~ a five minute script, 
II and three spot anno1moeonents . 
1 11 Li t tle Songs about the .United ~ations11 are transcribed 
I 
I 
I 
I 
one minute · tolk song s / br Jingles tha t tell tts story about 
t he United Nations through songs . UtJE\t commissioned Hy Zaret 
and Lou Singer to wri te the .songs and presented one thous2.nd 
se t s or the t re.nscripti ons to t.b.e United Nat ions Radio for 
d1stribu t 1on . Hundreds of stations in the United St ates and 
o t her English speaking countries are using these records . 
Translations into French hav-e been started. 
Outstanding women leaders of the world hnve contributed 
interesting st tements f o.r a series of transcribed :f'ive 
minute interviews prod~.tced by the radio d1Vi$1on and the United 
Nations Section on the St atus o:f' 1-lomen. At this time t .enty 
six of the world 1 s outstanding · omen , repr e senting f'ifteen 
differ ent countries, have been i nterviewed. These programs 
have been distributed to the United St a tes of' A.merioa , Canada, 
Australia, England, New Zealand and the Union ot ~o~th .Africa. 
They answer questions about equal pay for equal work , equal 
educational opportuniti es , the tra.nohise , and women 1 s ro l e in 
international af'f'airs . Such women as Lady Reading, .Baroness 
Boel , Begwn lli , Judg.e Dorothy- ;Kenyon , l~rs . J . L. Blair Bu~k , 
Jessie S·treet ,. a nd Madame Le Faucheux are among those inter-
viewed by Dorothy Lewis, Coordina tor o:f' tt.omen 1 s Broadcasters 
II at the United Na tions . 
+================ll=== 
I 
I 
I 
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The following is the Uni·ted States Program S~hed\lle 
of the United Nations Radio for 1960. 
•United Nations Today , • Broadcast Monday through Friday 
on one .b.undred and fitt1 s t ations from coast to coast. 
11Memo trom Lake Succes s ," heard Saturdays at 6:15P . M. 
EST, over Columbia Broadcasting System. ( Ne'W' York, SundaJ, 
a: 45 A. IJI . >. 
1 Un1 ted Nations Stor1, " heard over three hundred 
statiohs in key cities trom OGast to coast. 
1 Two Billion Strong,• to be renewed 'by the American 
Broadcasting Company on Mondays, 9! 00 to 9 : 30 P. M •. , EST, 
beginning March 27 , 1950. 
The National Broadcasting Company, in coopera tion with 
the Uni t ·ed Nations, has planned a series of six documentary 
programs tor the •America Uni tetf schedule. These programs , 
some of which have a l ready been produced at the time or this 
writing, ·highlight current United Nations activities and pre-
sent well~known stars in roles created by prominent writers 
and directors . 
The .programs, wbioh are heard on Sundays from 1 :00 to 
l 1:30 P. M., EST, are : 
February 26 , 1950--"All Your Strength." This program 
had .. x-eterenoe to the ef'f"orts of" the Economic and Social 
Council t o build. world- wide toundationa for enduring peace. 
len the .J2l.!l, a Selective Guide to NBC Radio Programs 
for Spring, 1950. 
It was written by Robert Cenedella and starred Sir Cedric Hard-
wi cke. 
t-iaroh 19, 1950.-- "Three Big tvorde . " Sori ted by Allen 
Sloane and broadcast from the Canadian Br oadcasting Cor ·0ora tion 
1n Toronto; th1s reterr~d to the International Refugee rgan-
1zat1on, and highlighted the current statu of displaced per-
sons. 
April 9 , 1950--A dramatic story of narcotics control. 
This program presents the ~rk of the United Natione Narcotics 
Commission. 
May 7, 1950--"Your Health, Sir .• " 1:-1 tten by flaroid 
Rodman, this documentary tells of the l atest medical develor>-
men ts made available to all member n t ions by the Un1 ted 
Nations World Health Organization. 
. 2 June 18, 1950 ... -ttE- MC · Formu.1a tor Peace?" The theme 
ot this script , written by M vor ltoore, 1e a tomic energy. 
J uly 9, 19.50--"Pay· as You Go . tt Thi f'ina1 docwnentary 
in the series c ncerns the !nternation 1 Bank. 
The Mutual Broadcasting System will present six hour-
long documentaries covering the toll.ow.1ng sub jects: Human 
Rights, ICAO, V. E. Day, Trusteesbip, UNESCO , Tech~1c 1 ssist-
ance. This aeries, beginning in April, ill be under the 
direction of Mr. Norman Corwin, Un1 ted Nations Radio ' s Dil'eotor 
ot Special ProJects. T.b.e programs ill origina te in Nev York , 
~ashington, I ndia and. Canada. Noted radio writers will con-
tribute to these programs . 
I 
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Other phases of United Nations Radio Operation are: 
A Radio Reports De sk is charged with preparation of all 
I " 
I 
news broadcas ts Thioh are later used by the language section • 
It employs · seven persons. and. functions eighteen hours a day to 
bring to t he variou~ interna tiona l programs the l a test news 
I about. tJnl'G<e.d Nations from alJ. parts of the world. A eekly 
I 
summary ia released to the Radio News Directors of America . 
A Record Library is maintained a t Lake Success which 
contai ns some 22,000 reeordings of meetings, interviews and 
I music. All ma jor meetings of Un1 ted Nations are recorded. It 
I is estimated that 45,000 words are recorded every day. There 
I 
were , throughout member countries, three thousand meetings 
held in 1947. The recordings cover a wide r ange of subJects , 
I from the Gen.aral Assembly or Trusteeshl.p Council, for example , 
to impre ssions of the United Nations spoken in Ibo, a language 
ot Nigeria, by a group ot viei ting Nigerian students. 
K2UN are the call letters of the amateurs who, a s mem-
bers ot the I nt.ernational Amateur Radio Union, have agreed to 
relay this information to eaoh other on the "ham" circuit. 
Schedules .!!,lS. Booklets. Periodically, schedules of all 
broadcasts of United Nations Radio are printed and released in 
quantity to broadcasters and public. In addition, booklets 
about United Nations Radio are published by various sections 
tor release to listeners, titled "United Nations Calling the 
h Peoples of the World ... 
'I I 
SCHOOL cr~ r-:_: : :_;':_: i~ E L!-\TIONS 
LIGf-~ARY 
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Laymen, members of Non- Governmental Organizations who 
have regular time on r adio stations are provided with material 
for broadcast from United Nations Radio . 
Frequently United Nations Committees , Commissions and 
Agencies include r adio directors on their statts. Clo se col-
l abora tion i s maintained between United Nat1one Radio and such 
offices, resulting upon oc.easlon in Jointly produced programs 
[ and increa sed promoti·on. · 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
International b_roadcast1ng carries \'!ti th 1 t tremendous 
.problems aa well .as tremendous ad~antagee. It would appear 
tbat steps arebe1ng taken to · improve existing conditions and 
plans a re being made to .extend Wb.a t 1 s already being aocom-
plished. 
Bro adcasting bas a high res:pons1b111ty today. Ours is 
a world in which peoples oan talk directly to each other 
through the air waves. This discourse of peoples should not be 
! 
I 
distorted, but should be e.loquent for peace and human welfare. I 
I Radio commun:'..cat1ons should be ~sed delibeJ;'ately and to the 
greatest possible extent to comba t illiteracy and ignorance, 
and to foster basic education. By its very nature r adio pl ays 
a decisive r~le in ed~cating the peoples ot the ·world and in 
promoting understanding between t.hBm. 
In the United s~ates, the work of the agencies for 
.· . 
interna tional broadcasting is more active than in any _other 
country in the world. . .Based· on . tne conception of freedom of 
speech and ot the press , as pledged in our Constitution, the 
'
11 Yoioo ot Am.eriea, 11 the World tn de B:roadoaating Foundation, 
' ·- ;; : .. 
UNESCO e.nd the United Nations Radio have aetively prollloted 
I 
I 
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II \ international broadcasting . These a.gertcies are using radio to 
inform, to awaken interest and kindle the hope for :f'reedom or 
information. 
It i s the busine$s or everybody in the United St a tes to 
see tha t these sources of information are carried on. The 
"Voice of Amer1ca. 11 is a reflection of the United States , re-
garded by everyone who hears ·it abroad as the official mouth- II 
Some say tha t tne -••Voice of America" is ., piece of ' Uncle Sam 1 • 
an instrument of war pro-paganda, some that it is a voi ce or 
peaee . It carries with it a responsibility, however , in tha t 
at this time the most nra!sing need is to eee tha t t he world 
reoei ves an aocura·te and f'air picture of the Un1 ted States , 
and that we are strengthened thereby . 
The \·lorld Broadcasting Foundation, as a privately en-
dowed non- profit organization, is a voice from Amarica . Re-
ports trom all corners of the globe ~where 1ffi.UL is recai ved 
indicate tha t there is a need for a non- governmental radio 
voice from Anierica. In an effort to comba t the trend toward 
world statism, the programs based on the tree ente:rprise sys-
tem of the United States, the plans f-or a vlo rld Radio Univer-
sity, and the International Friendship League programs serve 
to contribute to the development of international friendship 
by broadcasting progra~s of cultural and spiritual nature to 
the entire -world .• 
UNESCO, thro ugh 1 ts Un1 ted States ~ a.t1ona.l Commission, 
I 
' I 
I 
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h a e t e.bl1 h d aoo·re of p el in such field · eduo tion 
by radio n duoat1on t rough film , o ll1ng on tn• dv1c 
of •:s: ~l"ts ln thc9 · t1eld • · Per ps tb.e most not bl . ctiv-
i tie . ha a b : n in t field of educa·t 1·on , 1 th any cbool . 
and col e3e o.cti v ly ng ed in p romoting better u.nderst din 
of other c o,l . and tabl1Bh1ng relati on hips wi th in . titu-
t1on broa • ugg ations for ti .1.mprovem nt of n t1on l 
ell ~s lntf.:;tna t.t.on l ~bro ~ c ting, fellow hip tor ·tt- . ning 
1n :rs.d1o 1 · 1 pro m nt 1n t eonnical need and the crit r1 of 
'bro oa t · . v com r om the tud1~ made by the Oo 1 · ion 
on Technic l N ed ot th · Press , Film and Radio . In 1 t 
report, til Co 1 s1on hope th . t ft . ide oircula t1on Qf thi 
unique l.nf r t1on ill t eil1 tate · 1ntel"nat1onal xohange a , 
on both. t elln1o l and cultur l l v 1 , and con t r ibute to t 
further;;: nee of 1 ~ tu 1 undsx-.st nding. ' 
he Uni t Nation Radio offer glob l inform t1on 
program, t cooper t1on of the Xisting n tion r dio 
serv~ce • Slnc it conception, it h s ell per ormed lt Job 
ot 1ntorm ""1 n" Th o1ee ot th United Nat;.~.on · mu t be im-
P rt1 l,. r P'.)rtin the n . s 1 t ooou , vi tbo·ut b1a•, r g r 
le s ot the n1mo lty hi h 1 so et1rnea to~.tnd ong ember 
delei t · 1! . ""he 1ngl · ~ - n eoord n., ted pu~o e of th Un1 te 
t1on Radio 1 imp rti l nd obJ otiv · g thering and 1aa m-
in t1on of th Un1 ted N t1on news , to creat bett r und r-
1 v1n ll p ople n ocount ot tn Un1 t d . tion 
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t I and its specialized agencies . 
J One of the chief aims ot education today should be tb3 
! preparation ot people throughout the world t ·o become intelli-
gent members of a world society , richly varied by nature and 
trad.i tion, but tully un1 ted 1n a movement towards world peace 
and a fuller life for every human being. Inte:t"national broa.d-
oa.sting , as carried on by the United States and the United 
Nations, seeks this a im and provides' the most v-aluable outlets 
tor it. The speea, the scope and the unlimited opportunities 
tor adva.noi.ng the mutual k!'lowledge • nd u.nderst nding ot 
peoples through this med.ium of ma.stt communloation e~e evident . 
The ne9d is great . The aohievem.~nts have been many, ·ith 
greater accomplishments toward international understanding 
imminent in the field ot international broade at1ng. 
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CHAPTER VI 
TABLE I 
FIAR--Summary ot Accomplishments 
Fourth Inter-American Radio Conference (FIAR) Washing-
ton, D. C., March--July, 1949. 
SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
1. Agreement on the allocation ot frequencies tor 
tropical broadoasting--16 channels in the 2mc band, running · 
from 2,340 kos to -2,490 kcs; 16 channels in the 3mc band run-
ning from 3, 240 kos to 3, 400 kcs--assigned exclus1 vely to 
broadcasting in the tropics, but to be shared with fixed and 
mobile sta t J.ons operating outside t.b.e tropics. 
2. Restrictions against the frequency 540 kcs--
" 
broadcasting stations, particularly those assigned the . . . 
frequency 540 kc/s, shall not cause harmful interference to 
the services which utilize the international distress and 
calling frequency 500 kc/s." 
3. Establishment of the Inter-American Mon1 toring 
System. 
4. Agreement to come into force April 1, 1950, it by 
that date five countries have deposited 1 approvals, x·a tit1oa-
t1ons, or aooessions 11 w1 th the Government of the Un1 ted States. 
5. Declaration re Freedom ot In:t'ormat1on-- 11 the pr1nci- J 
ple o:t' freedom o:t' radio communication, particUlarly in those 
I 
_j 
=Fil============== 
II services connected with the dissemination of information to I 
the public ." Declares this subject should receive "the most 1
1 thorough study by the next Plenipotentiary Inter-American Tele-
1 
communication Conference, with a view to including in future I 
conventions an article concerning freedom of radio com.munica- I 
tion." 
6. Resolution No . 4-- "an urgent appeal to the Admin-
istrations and broadcasting organizations •.. to inteneify as 
soon as possible the interchange ot programs and cultural 
I broadcasting material of artistic, educational, scientific, 
I historical and intormati ve character ••• tt 
7. Recommendation No. 5-- "that the American Govern-
I ment promulgates the necessary measures to give the expression 
II 
!I 
II 
ot thought on the radio the same effective guarantees of free-
dom as the press enjoys, tt and also "that the American Govern-
ment adopts the meaaures necessary for lowering the cost of 
services to r adio broadcasting stations •.• and especially the 
elimination ot 1"1scal charges which burden the development a.nd 
use ot these f acilities for the exp.ression of thought." 
8. Recommendation No. 13-- Recommende that the Govern-
ment of Cuba as supervisor of the Oficina Inter-Americana de 
Radio (OIR) "consult with all American Governments with a 
I
J view to ascertaining under which condi tiona they would become 
I members of the OIR" •.. "consult with all American Governments 
\ with a view to ascertaining under which conditions they would 
li 
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become members of the OIR and what support they will extend 
1 tor the financial and technical functions of that organization.• 
TABLE II 
PRESENT HIGH FREQUENCY BROADCAST OPERATIONS 
Afghanistan 
Albania 
Andorra 
Argentina 
AUstralia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Belgian Congo 
Be1loruas1an SSR 
Bolivia . 
Brazil 
Bu.lg~1a 
Surma 
Canada 
Ceylon 
Chile 
Ob1na 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
011ba 
C ..zeoho slovakia 
Denmark and Greenland 
Dominican Republic 
Ec11ador 
Eg1Pt 
El .Salvador 
Ethiopia 
Finland 
france (incl. Algeria, etc. ) 
French Colonies 
Germany 
Greece 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
H.ondurae 
Hungary 
Iceland 
India 
Daily 
Frequency 
Hou.re 
0 
19 
Si 
152 
154 ·. 
9~ 
31 
0 
92 
149 
121-lOi 
209 
35 
176 
160 
90 
55 
213 
10 
9 
120 
130 
6 
so 
3 
38 
42 
162 
156 
ll 
103 
50 
38 
0 
i (Sun.) 
123 
Transmitters 
0 
3 
1 
11 
10 
7 
l 
11 
0 
14 
11 
2 
2 
14 
4 
13 
25 
11 
4 
14 
2 
2 
12 
20 
2 
9 
1 
5 
14 
18 
11 
3 
17 
8 
6 
0 
1 
14 
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TABLE II Continued 
Daily 
Frequency 
Hours 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Iraq 
Ireland 
Israel 
Italy 
Japa.n 
l<orea 
Lebanon 
Liberia 
Luxembourg 
Mexico 
Monaco 
Mongolia 
Moroooo and Tunisia 
~etherlande, Curacao & Surinam 
New Zealand-
Nicaragua 
Norway 
Pakistan 
Palestine 
Panam$ 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Philippines 
Poland 
Portugal 
Portuguese Colonies 
I 
&mania 
·1 Saudi Arabi a 
Siam 
Southern Rhodesia 
Spain 
Sudan 
Sved. ·n 
Switzerland 
Syria 
'l'antJ1er (USA) 
~.1::;-key 
U1u•a1n1an SSR 
Union of South At~ica 
United Kingdom 
102 
16 
16 
1 
16 
~9 
1~9 
lOt 
a 
0 
8 
209 
16i 
18 
11 
63 
34 
123 
57 
9 
0 
141 
40 
205 
150 
13i 
45 
48 
10 
0 
6 
3 
79 
5 
26 
73 
26 
0 
7 
18 
54 
405 
Transmitters 
14 
5 
2 
1 
2 
3 
9 
1 
l 
0 
l 
16 
2 
2 
1 
B 
2 
21 
5 
l 
0 
10 
3 
23 I l~ . 
1~ I 
3 I. 0 
2 
1 
12 
2 
2 
5 
4 
0 
1 
l 
5 
40 
61 
UK Colonies 
United Nations 
USA 
USA Territories 
USSR 
Ur~guay 
·.vatican 01 ty 
Venezuela 
Yemen 
Yugoslavia 
TOTALS 
TABLE II Continued 
Daily 
Frequency 
Hours 
121 
31 
2.49 
7 
589 
81 
11 
20 
1 
12 
6,10oft 
Transmitters 
21 
38 
1 
44 
9 
2 
2 
1 
2 
671 
Th e above 1 s based on reports of United States monitoring 
services.. The total frequency hours is the normal d 1ly 
operation and does not include add~tional or extended trans-
1 Qliss1ons made only on one day or two days per week. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE III 
The Spectrum 
hertz ~n 
ro-JS 
reQc.h•"~ 
eo. ... th 
vitrO. ~violet 
••• ooommodate 15 distinc t 
types of radio Aervice , from 10 kc to 
30 , 000 me . Broadca9t1ng in tho Americas 
(1nclud1ng AM , ! 1 televtaion, HF, and 
trop1oa.l) te.k less than 6~ of' this 
total usable radio space. 4 bro dcast1ng 
occupies a m 11 pal't of even that.s 11 
part . 
I 
- 'I 
-·--~ 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
T BLE IV 
UN--L~TIN ERIC N SECTION PROGRAM, J N., 1950 
MOrDY 
e : oo--6:15 
6:16-.. 6 : ~ 
5 : 30--6;45 
6 ; 4S- .... 6 ; 53 
6 :53--7; 00 
9 : 00--9:15 
9 :15 ... - 9 : :50 
9 : 30--9: 46 
9 : 45--9 : 55 
9 : 55--10; 00 
Now 
Diary ot th UN 
d1o Bulletin 
Ne e in Portuguese 
f. ewa 
ewe 
D1·ar;y of tb.e UN 
Radio Bulletin 
w in Portugue e 
New 
TUEODA.Y 
6: 00--6 :15 News 
6:15·-6: 30 Debate ot th 
6 : ~0.-6 : 45 General A sembly 
6: 5- ... 6 : 53 News 1n Port~u;se j 
6 ; 53-.. 7:.00 News 
. : 00--9 ; 15 N s , 
9 : 15--9 : 30 Debate ot tb 1· 
9: 30--9: 45 Gener al A embly 
9 : 45--9:55 News in ortu ael 
9:55--lO: OO Ne a 
THURS AX 
News e:oo-... 6 : 15 
Here is the orld 6;15--6;30 
Mail ot the N tiona 6: 30-- 6: 45 
N ws 
Publio Health 
Thursd ;y Co en t-
ew 1 n Portuguese 
ew• 
News 
att7 
e s in Port 
New a 
Here is the ~orld 
9: 30--9: 45 M 11 ot the N t1ons 
9: 5--9:55 News 1n Portuguese 
9:55--10: 00 ew 
6 : 45 ... - 6 ;53 
6 : 53--7: 00 
9: 00--9:15 
9 : 15 ...... 9 :30 
9: 30--9: 45 
9: 45- ... 9 : 55 
9 t55- -lO: OO 
New a 
Pu.'bl1o Health 
Thur • Oomm ntary 
Ne s in Port\01• I 
Ne s 
FRIDAY 
6-: 00--6: 15 N ws 
6;15 ..... ' : 30 D1ttry ot the tJN 
6: 30-·6:45 Bulletin of UNEoCO 
6: 45--6 : 53 e • in Portugu e 
6: 5:3--7: 00 News 
9: 00--9: 15 News 
9:1S--9: 30 D1 ry of the UN 
9 : 30--9: 45 Bt.tlle t 1n of UNESCO 
9: 45--9 ; 55 ewa in Portugue 
9; 55-·lO: OO News 
Copies ot this horari um are nt by 1r ail to the 
ttili ted . t tion ot the t or for Pe ee " •. 
TABLE IV Continued 
List or Frequencies of The Lat in 
American Services of the United Nations Radio 
T.b.e programs and frequencies or the stations are 
su.bje.ct to change. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
,j 
,, 
q 
I 
I 
I 
II 
J1 
,, 
II 
,. 
·I II 
TABLE V 
UN-STATIONS AFFILIATED i!TH NETliORK FOR PEACE 
ARGENTINA 
BOLIVIA 
BRAZIL 
COL0l1BI A 
COSTA RI CA 
CHILE 
CUBA 
ECUADOR 
EL SALVADOR 
ESTADOS UNIDOS 
GUATElt!ALA 
HAITI 
HONDURAS 
MEXI CO 
NIC..I\RAGOA 
PANAMA 
Radio Splendid, B1.1enoe Aires 
Radio Abaroa, La Paz 
Radio Popular, Cochabamba 
Radio La Plata, Sucre 
Radio Electra , Santa Cruz 
Radio Naoi onal, Rio de Janeiro 
Emisoras Asociadas , Sao Paulo 
Emieora Atlantico, Barranquilla 
Ondae Tropicales , Medellin 
Emiaoraa Alterez Real 1 Radio Cali , Cali 
Emieora Claridad; Medell{n 
Radio Miramar, Cartagena , 
La Voz de la Victor, San Jose 
Radio Athenea, san Jose 
A so oiacion de. Radioditl.leoras de Chile (with a total ot 66 affiliated sta t ions) 
OMZ, La Habana 
CMHX, Santa Clara, Las Villas 
Radio Bolivar, Quito 
Compania RadiodLtusora del icuador, 
Guayaqui l 
Radio Miratlorea, Ambato 
La Voz de los Andes, Quito 
Radio Naoional Espejo, Quito 
Alma Cuscatleca, San Salvador 
La Voz Hispana del Aire, Nueva York 
La Voz de Guatemala, Guatemala 
HR 3 w, Puerto Principe 
HRN , La. Voz de Honduras 
HEX, Mexico, D. F. 
. XECL, Me.x1cali 
XJ:ON, Ch1apaa 
XEGT, Zamora 
XE'J.'M, Naco 
XEZ, Merida ,/ 
lt$~P. Ciudad Obregon 
Radio Qobernaoi6n, MeX1c9, D. F. 
Radio Cadena Na.o1onal , r.texioo, D. F. (with sixty att1l1ated stations) 
Radio Panamer1oana , Managua 
Cadena Panamena de Radiod1tusi6n , Panama 
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II 
PARAGUAY 
PERU 
PUERTO RICO 
REP. OOMI NI CANA 
URUGUAY 
VENEZUELA 
TABLE V Continued 
. -
Radio Teleco, Asuncion 
Radio Naeional, Lima 
Radio Continental, Arequipa 
tvAP A, san Juan 
«JTA, Maya.hiie z 
HlN 1 HIIN, Ouidad TruJillo 
Radio Carve, Montevidt.'o 
Radio Nao1onal~ Caracas 
Radio Caracas, Caracae 
La Voz del Tachira, San Cristobal 
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EST--Eastern St andard Time 
ST 
9: 00--9:15 am 
9:55--10: 00 am 
10: 00--10:27 am 
GMT 
1400--1415 
1455--1500 
1500-~1527 
TABLE VI 
UN~ SCHEDULE OF SHORTUAVE BROADCASTS 
UNITED NATIONS RADIO 
PROGRAMME 
South African Progr amme 
(Monday--Saturday) 
UN Radio Rev1 ew 
UN News 1n Icelandic (Monday--Saturday ) 
UN Russi an Programme 
(Monday--Saturday) 
STATIO 
CKCN 
CKRP 
CKCX 
CKNC 
RELAYS OF MORNING MEET! NGS 
10 :45--1:30 pm 1545--1830 Direct broadcas t ot meet- l~NRA 
ings wi th running narra- \moe 
t ion in English and French 
EUROPEAN AND MIDDLE EASTERN PROGRAl~E 
(Monday-- Saturday ) 
12:30--12 40 pm 1730--1740 
12:40--12 50 pm 1740--1750 
1 :30--1:31 
1:31--1:36 
1:36--1: 41 
pm 
pm 
pm 
1830--1831 
1831--1836 
1836--1841 
UN French Di spatches 
Egyptian Del. Tal k 
(MondaJ - ttnd Friday) 
iebrew Dispatch 
Tue sday and Thursday 
Progr amme Summary 
UN News in Hebrew 
Correspondents 1 Di spatches 
in Ar able (On Thursday only 
broadcast a t 10:15--10:30 
EST or 1515--1530 GMT) 
\vNRA 
l'JOOC 
:JNRA 
m~RI 
vOOC 
GMT--Greenwich Mean Time 
AV 
LENGTH FREQUENCY 
16. B4m 17,820 kcs 
13~89m 21 1 600 kcs 
19.75m 15,190 kcs 
16.84m 17~820 kcs 
13.88m 21 ,610 kcs 
19.83m 15,130 kcs. 
13, 88m 21,610 kcs 
19. 83m 15,130 kcs 
13, 68m . 21,610 kcs 
25 , 48m 11,770 ltcs 
19, 83m 15,130 kcs 
m Q) 
• 
• 
1 : 
2: 
- n • 
• 
:.,o--n: 
..... nl 
: :>.,_- .,:00 
ntlnu 
1 
¥;,.~-
.:..t...JI\I~--
3n,,.__,_ 
-
- -.... 
TABLE VI Continued 
LATIN AMERI CAN PROGRAMME 
~1 : 00--9:45 pm 0200--0245 News and Programme in 
9:45--9:65 pm 0245--0255 
Spanish 
Programme in Portuguese 
9:65--10.:00 pm ·0255--0300 News Summary in Spanish 
INDIA AND PAKISTAN PROGRAMME 
9:30--9:45 pm 0230--0245 Correspondents' Dispatches 
7:45--7:52 am 1245--1252 Un News in Hindustani 
7:52--8:00 am 1252--1300 UN News in Urdu 
AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND PROGRAMME 
11:30--11:35 pm 0730--0735 UN News in English 
11:35--11:50 pm 0735--0750 UN Radio Review 
TRANSPACIFIC PROGRAMME 
2: 15--2·: 17 am 0715--0717 Programme Summarr 
2:17--2:25 am 0717--0725 News in Burmese 
2:25--2:30 am 0725--0730 News in Thai 
2:30--2:35 am 0730--0735 Headline News in English 
2:35--2:45 am 0735--0745 News in Tagalog 
2:45--2:50 am 0745--0750 News in French 
2:50--2:55 am 0750--0755 News in Dutch 
2:55--3:00 am 0755--0800 News in Indonesian-Malay 
3:00--3:15 am 0800-- 0815 UN News 1 n English 
3:15--3:35 am 0815--0835 Chinese Programme 
3:35--3:42 am 0835--0842 Newe in Urdu 
3:42--3:45 am 0842--0845 Music and Close 
\ffiUL 
WNBI 
\w'LWK 
GSW 
GRZ 
CHOL 
CltLX 
INBA 
KNBI 
KRHO 
Manila 
Rela;y 
24.45m ·11,790 kcs 
l6.87m 17,780 kcs 
16.85m 17,800 kcs 
41.49m 7, 2~ kca 
13.86m 21,640 kcs 
25.60m 11,720 kcs 
19.88m 15,090 kcs 
30.92m 9,700 kcs 
49.54m 6,060 kcs 
16.85m 17,800 koa 
19~57m 15,330 kcs 
..., 
0 
-EST 
00:05--00~10 am 
OO:l0-..;.00:15 am 
00:15--00:20 am 
00: ·20--00:30 am 
.00:30--00:35 am 
00:35--00;40 am 
GMT 
0505--0510 
0510--0515 
0515-0520 
0520--0530 
0530--0535 
0535--0540 
TABLE VI Continued 
EUROPE AND MIDDLE EAST 
POINT TO POINT TRANSMISSIONS 
UN News in Persian 
UN News in Pushtu 
UN News in Greek 
UN News in Amharic 
UN News in Serbo-Cr.oat 
UN News in Italian 
TRANSMITTED POINT TO POINT 
Radio Teheran 
Radio Kabul 
Radio Athens 
Radio Addis Ababa 
Radio Belgrade 
Radio Italiana 
..:I 
0 
$D 
II 
II 
=rl 
I, 
ll 
11 
TABLE VII !· 
TELEVISION COVERAGE I 
I The following television . stations or the Columbia I 
Broadoasting System carry proceedings of the Fourth Session ot . 
the General Assembly :trom 11:00 am--l:oo pm a nd 3:00 pm to 
4:00 pm Monday through Friday, exceptionally on Saturday. 
tlMl\R- TV Baltimore, Md. Channel 2 
''fNAC-TV Boston, l-Iass. Channel 7 
WCB5-TV New York, N. Y. Channel 2 
\VCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa . Channel 10 
wore Uashington, D. c. Channel 9 
WBKB Chicago, Illinois Channel 9 
l~TKRO-TV Cincinnati, Ohio Channel 11 
WEl¥5-TV Cleveland., Ohio Channel 5 
\fflNS-TV Columbus, Ohio Channel 10 
WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio Channel 13 I I 
I 
l\TJBK-TV Detroit, Mich. Channel 2 I 
I tiD TV Pittsburgh, Pa. Channel 3 
I I 
I 
II 
1\ 
II 
II 
I 
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TABLE VIII 
UN--"THE U. N. STORY" 
STATIONS AND CALL LETTERS 
i 
i 
I 
i 
I 
Through the generous cooperation ot several hundred I 
United States 1ndependentstations, "The U. N. Storyil is re• 
layed each week in to1rty tour States where millions ot liesten- I 
ere near its teature a~tor1es about the Un1 ted Nations. "The 
U. N. Story 1 is sent overseas to many English.-speaking 
countries aa well. 
STATE 
ALABAMA 
Montgomery 
Alexander City 
Eufaula · 
Florence 
Greenville 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix 
Nogales 
I 
ARKANSAS 
Paragould 
CALIFORNIA 
Berkeley 
Burbank 
Corona 
Hanford 
Hollywood 
Indio 
Long Beach 
Long Beach 
Long Beach 
Los Angeles 
Monterey 
Oakland 
Oroville 
Pasadena 
Porterville 
Red B1ut.t 
san Bernardino 
San Bruno 
San Piego 
CALL SIGN 
WMGY 
tm:FS 
WULA 
WMF'l' 
WGlV 
KRUX 
KNOG 
KPRS 
KRE 
KWIK 
KBUO 
KNGS 
KFWB 
KREO 
KGER 
KFOX 
KNOB 
KKLA 
KDO N 
KLX 
KDAN 
KW'KW 
KTI·P 
KBLF 
KBMT 
KSBR 
KUSN 
STATE 
CALIFORNIA (oont 1 d) 
San Francisco 
San Francisco 
Sanger 
san Jose 
Santa Cruz 
Santa Maria 
Santa Rosa 
Sausalito 
Stockton 
susanville 
Watsonville 
Yreka 
COLORADO 
Denver 
Denver 
Ft. Collins 
La Junta 
Lamar 
CONNECTICUT 
Bristol 
Greenwich 
Meride.n 
New Haven 
Norwich 
Torrington 
Torrington 
DELAWARE 
Wilmington 
CALL SIGN 
KSAN 
KSFO 
KSGN 
KEEN 
KSCO 
KSMA 
KSRO 
KDFC 
KOVN 
KSUE 
KHUB 
KSYC 
KMYR 
KOA 
KCOL 
KOKO 
KLMR 
WBI S 
WGCH 
WMMW 
v1NHO 
vl!CH 
\'i'LCR 
\iTOR 
lvTUX 
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TABLE VIII Continued 
DISTRICT OF 
Washington 
Washington 
Washington 
Washington 
COLUMBIA 
WASH 
WCFM 
t-.'OOK 
WWI>O 
FLORIDA 
Clearwate.r 
CleSl'water 
Coral Gables 
Ottestview 
tiartona Beach 
Miami Beaoh 
Sarasota 
GEORGIA 
Athens 
Atlanta 
Atlanta 
Carrollton 
Columbus 
Decatur 
Thomasville 
Gainesville 
It>~O 
Weiser 
ILLINOIS 
Carbondale 
Carmi 
Chicago 
Cbioago 
Oh1oago 
Chicago 
Chicago 
Clinton 
East St.. Louis 
Evanston 
Q.alesburg 
La Salle 
Mattoon 
OlneJ 
tJ.lZbana 
Waukeegan 
\fCLE 
WTAN 
WVCG 
WCNU 
WNDB 
WKAT 
WKXY 
1\IRFC 
ITATL 
QXI . 
WLBB 
WGBA 
WGLS 
1KTG 
WDUN 
KWEI 
1ilOIL 
t\'ROY. 
WAAF 
WMAQ 
WMBl 
tiMOR 
\'lOAK 
WHOW 
WTMV 
'IEAW 
liGIL 
WLPO 
WLBli 
tfVLN 
14ILL 
\1CRS 
INDIANA 
. Connersville 
Hammond 
La Porte 
Shelbyville 
Wareaw 
IOWA 
Ames . 
Oounoil Blutfs 
Des Moines 
Iowa City 
Muscatine 
Stor.m Lake 
KAJISAS 
Dodge City 
Hays 
Liberal 
Topeka 
KENTUCKY 
Campbellevillf) 
Danville 
Lexington 
Louisville 
Louisville 
Maysville 
NeWport 
Owensboro 
LOUISIANA 
Baton Rouge 
Crowley 
New Orleans 
New Orleans 
New O;rleans 
MAINE 
Biddeford 
Pre squ.e Isle 
MARYLAND 
Baltimore 
Baltimore 
=~~=================================================~~~~~~~=1========= ===-
I 
I 
TABLE VIII Continued 
l<IASSACHU SETT S 
Brock ton t4BET 
erockton WBKA 
Chi co pee vlACH£ 
Gardner WHOB 
North Adam$ tiMNB 
Ware WARE 
MICHIGAN 
Adrian WABJ 
Ann Arbor WPAG 
Benton Harbor WHFB 
Detro 1 t \vJLB 
Detro 1 t t®ET 
Flint WWOK 
Grand. Rapids \VFRS 
Mt. Pleasant WOEN 
Muskegon WKNK 
Port Huron Wl'TH 
Saginaw \~NX 
MINNESOTA 
!-11nneapol1e KTI.S 
Northt1eld WCAL 
Rochester KLER 
St. Paul l1MIN 
Thief' R1 ver Falls KTRF 
Worthington KWOA 
MI :··31 SS!PPI 
Philadelphia. r1HO O 
\fest l?o1nt tlROB 
Yazoo 01 ty WAZF 
M.ISSOURI 
Carthage KDMO 
IndepEandenoe KI!-10 
lCansas ·City KOZY 
Kirksville KIRX 
St. Joseph KRES 
St. Louis WEW 
MONTANA 
Anaconda. 
Havre 
Kalispell 
Lewisto·n 
NEBRASKA 
Omaha 
Sco ttsblutt 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Nashua 
Rochester 
NB:W JERSEY 
Asbury Park 
Camden 
Camden 
Morr1 stown. 
New Brunswick 
New Brunswick 
Paterson 
Tl"enton 
NEtf MEXICO 
Clovis 
NE\1 YORK 
Amsterdam 
Hempstead 
Hornell 
Hudson · 
Ithaca 
Jamestown 
Jamesto-wn 
Lockport 
Newburgh 
New Yor k City 
New York City 
New York City 
OysteP Bay · 
Peekskill 
Rochester 
Syracuse 
Troy 
KANA 
KOJM 
KGEZ 
KXLO 
WOt'l 
KNEB 
w"OTW 
HWNH 
t'IJLK 
l'lKDN 
!1'CA1,1 
1il-1TR 
·iCTC 
WDHN 
wPAT 
WTNJ 
KICA 
~CS.S 
1,1JHLI 
tMIQ-
WHDO 
WHCU 
UJOC 
WJTN. 
T/lUSJ 
WGNY 
WNYC 
WGHF 
wov 
t~BS 
t~NA 
WHAM 
tvAER 
iEVR 
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NORTH OAROLI NA 
Ahoslti$ 
Cb.B.Plotte 
Elizabeth. 01 ty 
Greenville 
Hickory 
Kannapolis 
Laurinb~rg 
Lexington 
Mt. Airy 
Reidsville 
Wadesboro 
. a.sh.1ngton . 
lli.nston-Salem 
NORTH DAKOTA 
Dickinson 
Fargo 
Wahpeton 
OHIO 
Alliance 
Ashland 
Colwnbus 
Columbus 
E. Liverpool 
Elyria 
Lancaster 
Middletown 
Newark 
Piqua 
Springfield 
Sp~1ngf1eld 
Toledo 
Wooster 
Worthington 
OKLAHOVu\ 
Durant 
Guymon 
OREGON 
Aah.land 
Baker 
TABLE VIII Continued 
l•lRCS 
WBT 
1:TGAI 
tiGIDO 
WIRO 
\'iGTL 
11EWO 
tJBUl' 
'VrTAQ 
\11FRC 
WADE -'· 
~'HED 
WsJS 
KDIX 
KVNJ 
KBMW 
WFAH 
tvATG 
WOSN 
WVKO 
\VLIO 
liEOL 
\-w'HOIC 
WPFB 
\ll'OLT 
ta.'PTW 
wwso 
WJEL 
WTDS' 
W111ST 
w'RFD 
KSEO 
KGYN 
KWIN 
KBKR 
ORIOOON (cont 1d) 
Corvallis · 
Eugene 
La. Grande 
Salem 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown 
Bloomsburg 
Braddock 
Butler 
Chambersburg 
Oheste.r 
Clearfield 
Dubois 
Lebanon 
McKeesport 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
P1tt$burgh 
Read1.ng 
Pittsburgh 
scranton 
stroudsburg 
¥illiantsport 
York 
RHODE ISLAND 
NeWport 
Pro~idenoe 
SOUTH OAROLI NA 
Columbia 
O:rangeburg 
Rook ii1ll 
SO U'l'H DAKOTA 
Rapid City 
Sioux Fali.s 
\'later to 
TENNESSEE 
Chattanooga 
Chattanooga 
KRUL 
KDUK 
KLB I 
KOCO 
t<JFMZ 
~TR 
WLOA 
r.tSR 
WCHA 
\\?WA 
t:fCPA 
rfCED 
d.BR 
WEDO 
liD AS 
WH T 
KY\ 
vlWSW 
tVEEV 
:JPGH 
QAN 
i'IVPO 
~'LYC 
t.,'RZE 
1BJN 
'IPJB 
ns 
1'l'ND 
me 
ti10A'l' 
KSOO 
I:WAT 
tiDXB 
HRUN 
ii 
I 
I 
ij 
,, 
II 
:I 
II 
I' 
I[ 
Jl 
·I II 
il 
il 
~4BLE VIII Continued 
TENNESSEE (cont 1d) 
Gallatin 
Johnson _01 ty 
Mempbis 
Nashville 
TEXAS 
Baytown 
Beaumont 
Beevllle 
Breckenridge 
BrQwnv!ood 
Cleburne 
Oo~·$1cana. 
Gladewate~ 
Graham 
Hamilton · 
Houston 
Kingsville 
Le-v·elland 
L1ttlet1eld 
Longview 
UTAH 
l*I!N 
~vETS 
~1DIA 
WSM 
KRCT 
KPBX 
KBVL 
K81'B 
tVBtV!) 
iiCLE 
KAND 
ltSlJ 
K5WA 
KOL\v 
KLEE 
KINE 
KLVT 
KVOW 
KFRO 
Mt. Pleasant KNS 
Ogden KOPP 
Provo KOBO 
VERMONT 
St . Johnsbury \iTWN 
VIRGINIA 
Krewe wsvs 
Hampton \{VEC 
Hopewell WBAP 
Lexington \'lREL 
Nortolk WOAV 
R1obmond WXGI 
v!ASHl NGTON 
Aberdeen KBKti 
Ellenburg KXLE 
Mt. Vernon KBRC 
Otna.k. KOMW 
tvASHINGTON (cont•d) 
·Renton 
Seattle 
T coma 
Tacoma 
Vancouver 
v1EST V.IRGI NIA 
Charleston 
l-1art1 nsburg 
Oak Hill 
WISCONSIN 
Belo1·t 
Ladysmith 
Madison 
I·farsht1eld 
Shawano 
WYOMING 
Lander 
?8 
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TABLE IX 
UN--"UNITED NATIONS TODAY" 
STATIONS AND CALL LETTERS 
I. A quarter-hour review ot s1gn1t1cant international de-lvelopments, high-lighted by the recorded voices of' delegates as i they speak at Un1 ted Nations meetings around the world, is . · 
I heard on the stati.ona lis ted below~ These stations form a 
!
•Network tor Peaoe 14 from Coast-to-Coast in the U. S. A. a.nd 
the Dominion Network of' the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 
The •u. N. Today" and the entire ."Network tor Peace" was 
cited by the Peabody Award for 1947 tor "notable contribution 
to better international understanding and aooord 11 ~ 
STA'l'i 
)' ALABAMA 
· 1 Birmingham 
1 Brewton 
,, ARIZONA 
I
I Coolidge 
I Nogales 
1 Phoenix 
1
1 TUcson 
. ARKANSAS 
1 Arkadelphia 
I Fort Smith 
1 Harrison 
il L1 ttle Rook 
CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield 
On1oo 
El Centro 
Eureka 
Fresno 
Los Angeles 
Los Angeles 
Marysville 
Merced 
Oakland 
CALL SIGN 
WAPI 
l'IEBJ 
KCKY 
KNOG 
KOOL 
KONA 
KVRZ 
KWHN 
KHOZ 
KULC 
K.Ai'Y 
KHS~ 
KXO 
KIEM 
KYNO 
KFtiB 
KUSO 
KMYO 
KYOS 
KROW 
STATE 
Paso Roblee 
Redding 
Sacramento 
Salinas 
San Bernardino 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Luis Obispo 
Santa Ana 
Santa Barbara 
Tulare Visalia 
CONNECT! CUT 
Bridgeport 
Hartford 
New London 
Waterbury 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Washington 
li'ashington 
tafashington 
FLORIDA 
St. Petersburg 
Santord 
CALL SIGN 
KPRL 
KVOV 
KXOA 
· -~ssw 
KFXM 
KGB 
KFRC 
:tVEC 
KVOE 
KDB 
KCOK 
\UCC 
WONS 
WNOL 
w co 
I 
I 
WQQ,~ -AM 
'lQ,Q· W·~ 
WASH- I 
WTSP 
W'l'TR 
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,I TABLE IX Oontin~ed lr I IDAHO MI.NNESOTA ' 
Coeur D1Alene KVNI Northtield WOAL 
Lewiston KRLC 
Wallace KWAL MI SSI SSIPPl 
Claztksdale 'tiRO X 
J 
ILLINOIS Oolumbu.s WOBI 
Chicago WJJD Greenl'ille lflGVM 
Greenwood •a.HM ~I I NDIANA Gulfport WGCM II llo.oan1ng ton W'l'OM Hattiesburg WHSY I 
Fort Watne WANE Jackson 't'lJXN 
Kosc1u.sko \~OZ 
IOWA Lau:roel WLAU 
Iowa City WSUI MaComb \vSKB 
Meridian l'IMOX 
KANSAS Tupelo \vELO 
Atchison JCVAK Yas..oo Cit;r ~iAZF 
Colby KXXX 
MISSOURI 
LOUISIANA Joplin KSWM 
Alexandria KVOB Kansas City KCl· O 
Baton Rouge WIBR St. Louis tOroK 
Lake Ohax-lea KWSL 
Natohitocbea KWCJ NEBRASKA 
New Orleans WNOE Lincoln KFOR 
Ope.louses KSLO 
Shreveport lENT NE"VADA 
Lincoln KFOR 
MAINE 
I Augusta WFAU NEW HAMPSHIRE 
il 
Bangor JOR Clarem.ont 
Lewiston wcou Concord 
I Portland ~TW Laconia 
I Manchester 
I MASSACHUSETTS Portsmouth 
I' 
Boa ton WNAO 
jl 
Cambridge oom NEW Ji:RSEY 
Chicopee ·lACE Alpine KE2XCO 
II 
Fall River ilSAR 
fitchburg ilEIM NEt'l MEXI 00 
I G-reenfield fflAL Albttquerqt.le KOB Holy.oke WHYN Olov1e KICA 
1 Low•ll tiLLH North Adams \iMFM NEW YORA 
ii Plthtleld ffiRK . ariatol Center WVBT 
+ Worcester WAAB De Ruyter WCVN 
r 
" 
'I 
II 
l 
I 
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Jl 
I NEW YORlt (cont'd) 
Oherz-y Valle7 
I'thaca 
%ttl ea 
New York 
New York 
N3W York 
New York · 
New York 
N~w York 
Ogdensburg 
ROchester 
Schenectady 
T~'-n . 
wetners:field 
OKLAHOMA 
Durant 
Oklahoma City 
TUlsa 
OREllON 
Albany 
Astoria 
a end 
Ooo6 Bay 
Eagene 
Grants Paes 
Klamath Falls 
Portland 
Rosenburg 
Salem 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburg 
Sunbury 
RHODE ISLAND 
Providenoe 
TENNESSEE 
M•mphie 
TABLE . IX Continued 
wvcv 
\ffiOU-FM 
\iHCU'-AM 
WNYE 
WQXR 
WBNX 
WWRL 
WEVD 
WMCA 
WSLB-FM 
WSAY 
WGY 
··vaN 
WFNF 
KSEO Karow 
KFMJ 
IC'iiL 
KAST 
KBND 
KOOS 
KORE 
lCUI N 
KFJI 
KALE 
KRNR 
KSLM 
1VFLN 
t>ICAE 
tiKOK-FM 
TEXAS 
Abilene 
Amarillo 
Austin 
Beaumont 
Bryan 
Childress 
Dalhart 
Dill las 
l>tnieon 
E:l Campo 
Fort iorth 
Houston 
Jasper 
Lampasas 
Lubbock 
Mount Pleasant 
Nacogdoches 
Od.B$8. 
Sa n Antonio 
Texarkana 
Tyler 
Victoria 
Waco 
Wichita Fall• 
UTAH 
Salt Lake City 
VERMONT 
Butlartd 
Waterbury 
WASHINGTON 
Abet"deen 
Billingham 
Centralia 
Everett 
Longview 
Olympia 
Seattle .... T'aooma 
Spokane· 
Walla 'lalla 
Wenatchee 
Yakima 
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KBRO I 
KAMQ 1 
KVET 
KPBX 
KBRZ 
KTRN 
KXIT 
KLIF 
KDSX 
KULP 
KXOL 
KATL 
KTXJ 
KHIT 
KSEL 
Kit-u~ 
KSFA 
KECK 
KCOR 
KTES 
KTBB 
KUIC 
Kt~X 
KTRN 
KSL 
\·ISYB 
tv'DEV 
KXRO 
KPUG 
KELA 
KRKO 
K1NLK 
JCGY 
KVI 
KNEW 
KUG 
Kt4'Nti 
KYAK 
==~~==============================+==== 
I 
I· HAWAII 
Hilo 
Honol ulu. 
Lihue 
Wailuku 
~ASIA 
Anchor age 
Fai r banks 
KEN! 
KFAR 
TABLE IX Oon.tinued 
, TRANS...CANADA STATIONS CARRYING •UNITED NATIONS TODAY" 
Sherbrooke, Que. 
Pembroke, Ont. 
Brookville, Ont. 
Toronto, Ont. 
Orill1a, Ont. 
Peterborough, Ont. 
Port Arthur, Ont. 
Medicine Hat, Alta. 
Vernon, B. c. 
Gb1ll1wack 
OKTS 
OHOV 
CFJM 
CJBC 
CPf.OR 
CHEX 
CFPA 
. CHAT 
CJIB 
OHWK 
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TABLE X 
WORLD WI DE BROADCASTING FOUNDATIO.N BASI C P:ROGRAM SCHEDULE 
MON TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SA'l . SUN.. 
-~----(Second Sundar only ot each month, 3:00--4.:oo pm EST~ the p rograms 
bracketed are omlttea. tor the broadcast of a Christian. Science Lecture) 
• ... • • • •. .. • •  • .. •. • •· ':! • ~ • • " • • • • •. • .• • • • - ~- • .. .. ·• ... ... ... .• 
3 : 00 pm Eastern Standard Time 2000 Greem-rh1Ch t.fean Time 
Dutch: Dutch: 
I nterViewe Lutheran 
Inter-
nat1onsl 
General 
Electric 
Program 
j Inte.r-
3:15 pm EST 
Mail Call 
3:30 pm EST 
Avia:t ion 
Notebook 
Dutch: 
News 
Norwegian: Nontegis.nt Danish: (Dawn Bible 
Interviews Greetings Greetings Students ) 
2015 C»lT 
Italian: 
Music, 
Interviews 
Norwegian: 
Lutheran 
Swedish: 
Lutheran 
- ·2o3o-GMT 
The Fr1endsh1 p 'Th1 s 1 s 
Monitor League America 
Views the Letter 
New Horizons (Christian 
Science 
Program) 
UNESCO 
\Y'orld 
Review 
(English 
Lutheran) 
II 
li 
I' 
~-- -
I 
II 
I 
1!--------------N-e_w_s ____ E_x_e_h_an_g_e_· ____ _____________ l 
----- .,_~ ·-r-=== 
1 
national 
General 
1Eleetrio· 
I Program 
I CD I ~ 
I I! 
=-~-=:=. 
li 
'I 
I) -~,.'=-- =- - --- ---~~ --. 
I 
I 
I 
:-tON. TUES. UED. 
3:45 piiEST 
Ame-rican American American 
Business Business Bul!inesa 
Bulletins Bulle't1ns Bulletins 
TABLE X Continued 
THURS. 
American 
Business 
Bull etins 
FRI . 
American . 
Busines-s 
Bulleti ns . 
SAT. SUN. 
2045 GM'.l' -~-~-
Specl · 
Event or 
:tlusi c 
(English 
Lutheran) 
I 
1: 
II ~ -=-
lj 
II 
ll 
I! 
,, 
. .I . 
0 
' ; . EttROPEAN ~SMISSION ENDS AT 4:00 'Qiri EST, 2100 GMT' I II 
LATIN AMERICAN TRANSMISSI ON 
6.:00 pm EST • • 
American American American 
Business Bus1ness Bl.lsine ss 
Bulletins Bulle t i ns Bul.let1ns 
Inter-
national 
6:15 pm E~ 
· General 
Electric 
Program 
Dinner 
Music 
from 
Back Bay 
Dinner 
1J1us1c 
from 
.Back Bay 
~J :.-..=-::,;-~~"':'--=-:=- ~ 
jl 
• • • • • • • • • • 
American 
Bus i ness 
Bulleti ns 
Dinner 
Music 
from 
Back Bay 
American 
Busi ness 
Bulleti ns 
Dinner 
Music 
from 
Back Bay 
-==-==-- -~ ~· -- ..--- - - - - -- --
2~00 GM'.l' 
New 
Hori zons 
English 
Lutheran 
I 
- ·----- ~~ I 
2316 GMT 
Boston 
Tune 
Party 
English 
Lu.theran 
I 
i 
I 
I 
II 
r 
I 
il 
,, 
CD 
l'\:) 
II 
jl 
,, 
I, 
li 
II 
~ 
I 
_ _j_l 
TABLE X Continued 
MON~ . __ TUES. tiED. ---~S. _ . _fg[. SAT. dSUii" _ 
6:~0 pm EST 2330 GMT 
Inter~ Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Boston Greatest 
national l-1us1o Music l4u ,s1c Uusio Tune Story 
General from fxom from trom Party Ever Told 
Electric Back Bay Back Bay Back Bay Back Bay 
Program 
6:45 pm EST 2345 GMT 
Lowell Lowell The · Lowell Lowell Pa~ Greatest 
Tho~nas Thomas l~on1 tor Thomas ~~mas Americ.an Story 
Newe New a Views the News News Program Ever 1!old. 
News 
. ---- --.~ ... - --J.;ATI N . JU\_ERI CAN m.<ANSMI SSION _ENDS AT 7 : 00 pm JS:,t'. ·. ~400 GK~ . 
THE WORLD WIDE BROADCASTING FOUNDAfiON 1 S PROGRAMS ARE HEARD OVER THE FOLLOWifG S'l'ATIONS: 
;·. •:. .. 
EUROPEAN TRANSMISSION:. WRUL 
WRUX 
\-/Rut'! 
LATIN· AMERICAN tiRUL 
TRANSMISSION: . WRUX 
WRUW 
egs ,. '"' 
15. 35 
17~755 
11. 71 
15.29 
17.750 
11.79 
Meters 
19.6 
16. 8 
25.6 
19.51 1s .. a 
'25.6 
PROGRAMS ARE I N ENG:LISH. UNLESS OTHERWISE I NDICA·TEJ) 
-dl -=-=·. =-=--== -=--~~ --=- ·::=.:"==' :...:=:... - · - - ~ ~ 
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II 
II 
Q) 
(A 
BIBLI:OGRAPHY 
II 
II 
! 
I 
I 
:, 
'I 
l, 
I 
I 
jl 
I! 
:I 
II 
,J 
II 
I 
I 
il 
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gram series •~trtow North America" . · . 
Ruth, Arno, Radio 'roday, l!W Pre ~ten) g)ate .9!, }3roado,.as t1ng, 
Geneva Studies , Geneva Rese ro.!;l · entre, 12: No. 6, July, 
1942. 
A monograph giving a general view of r adio broadcas t ing . 
On. JQ! Dt.f!.~., issued by the Public Attiars and Education Depax-t- ' 
ment ot the National Broadcasting Comuany, Spring , 1950. 1 
A selective guide to NBd pl'ogra.Qle tpr~. s~ring~ 1960. 
Rankin, Forney A. , lf!lg. Ge~£ :tile .Air? Nationa l Association of 
I Bro(tdoasters, lf'a sh1ng on, D~. ,: 1949. · A repo.rt on the statue ot broadcasting i n tb.e United 
I States . 
I The 
-
Una. ted Nations, Department ot Sta te publica t i on 3624. 
United sta tes Government Printing Office . International 
Organiza t i on a nd Conference Series , 3: h6, September, 
1 949. 
A r~.oord ot the tirst four ye.ars ot the United Nations. 
lntervaew and cor r e spondence with Mrs. Dorotcy Lewis, 
Coordinat or, United St a tes. St $ tion Relati ons, United 
Nations Radio Division, Lnke Success, New Xork . 
I Interview with Mr . Wyman Holmes., station manager of WRUL. !I I 
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Appendix 1 
FLASHES F:::lClivt LAKE SUCCESS 
~2~'Tlary of United Nat ions News for Schools 
VOICE 1. Flashes from Lake Success! 
VOICE 2. Here are highlight3 from the United Nations news of t he week -
telling you !JOT v!HA'I' TO THD!K BUT ~Jti i-1.'1' 1D THINl\ ABOUT. 
VOIC~ l. As we raise the curtain today on t his week 's stage of United Nat ions 
acti vities, 1ore see th r.tt the same elements of polit1cal drama still 
occupy the stage. The Security C()nncil and the Political C01mnittee 
of the Ge:1eral Ass embly debate the issue s o f Iale stine , Gre~;ce and 
Berlin. The i mportance of t he solution of thes e gr ee.t probl ems 
dc.re not be minimized.. The~r invGl,re the r elationships o.i:' great 
po<1fers, but more th<m that t he happin8s.S and s -scurity of many'. of the 
world's people. 
Neanwhile in other theatres of United il:adons activity all over 
the world, there aroa dramas such as the se . 
VOICE 2. HASHUJG-TON: "I know of no one factor more imp~rtant to the future 
peace of the world tharl food". This is t_.r esident Truman 1 s message 
to the Food and Agriculture Organisation th.:1t opened a tvro we eks 1 
Corifer0nc o in Washingt on this week . The r epr e s entative s from 57 
countries ar0 meeting to study the world 1 s supply of food, timber 
and farm equipment. 
VOICE l. HAIFA: The steamship "Skagvvay Victory 11 from J ers ey City arrived 
in Hai fa this week bringi np the fi:c·st shiphlent of f ood supplies 
by the United NAtions Chil(Jr un 1 s Emergency Fund for the aid of 
r efuge8s in Pal Astine. 'l'h·:; car,o;o is suffic ient to su.pply-..Jor two 
months every child and every nursinr~ mothe r v!ith one r int of""nri:1. k..- ~~-~ . 
dail;;.r ~ all oil needed for heP.lthy :::,rowth and a suppl maentar y 
di ,:;. t of fat and ric n . 
G::;NF;VA : 1'var stric ken countrie s can look to l·mO, the Vvorld Health 
Org:misation, for hdp in r ebuildin,:- their health services. 
Jl~es -f-rom 15 Euroi-ean countri<~ S assembled in Geneva 
this week to plan a r egional ~ll-iO offic l' · Throu";h this office the 
thousands of tubercula r patients th~tt arB th '.~ r \."; sult of malnutrition 
and war - may i'ind th<3 hospitalisa tion and c a r o they need. 
VJASHINGTON : One hundred and s ·~venty Virr3ini-a ;:md l•,a ryland farmer s 
v.rill play host to forei gn d el egat os to the FAO Cor1f'0-r (:)nce be ing held 
in Has hington this week . ThG traditional A.medcan turkey will be 
carved for the itors from overseas. Radio comrnentators and 
t el evision rs will b e pre s ent to g ive the whole United States 
..... -\.~ .... -~, .. 4---. 
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KNOH YOUR U.N. 
What are Specialized P~encies? 
Vlha t ! .a F AO? 
How does it work? 
Here is the second .Radio Background sheet, this weelc bringing you a simplified 
word picture of the FAO, one of the Specialized Agencies of your United Nations. 
vlhat are Specialized Agencies? - If your watch need,s repair, you take it to a 
watch repairman. If you are about to build a house 1 you seek the advi ce of a 
cOI:lpetent architect. If' you are ill, you call the family doctOl". You would 
probably no more try to fix your own watch or construct your own house, than 
you would to prescribe for your own illness. You go to someone who is especially 
trained or skilled in these things. To do otherwise might be quite disastrous. 
The authors of' the United Nations Charter .realized this. They lmew, too , that 
t he task before them was so vast and so varied that they would need expert and 
well-organized help. . So, they provided that the United Nations might turn to 
already_ existing, specialized inter~gover.nmental agencies for assistance; and 
might, when necessary, create new agencies. For this reason, the Charter gives 
- the Economic and Social Council, power to bring certain agencies into 
r elationship 'tvi th the U.N., subject, of' course, to the approval of' the General 
Assembly. Just a few of' the agencies already working wi,th ECOSOC are these: 
WHO - World Health Organiz~tion; ILO - International t~bour Organisation; IRO -
International RefUgee Organization; FAO - Food and Agriculture Organization~ 
... 
- Some of the..s,e.. world-wide agencies are older than the United u·ations itself. · It 
i sn't at all difficult to understand why the U.N. needs their hel~to make the 
world a healthier and happier place in which to live. 
49-6657 
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~Jr..;r do~ need ~he FAO? Today <re are going t o talk about just one of these 
agencies, the F;,o - F ood and Agricult1-1.re Organization• 1-ihen you have plent y, 
it is hard. t o believe that tvm-third.s of the people of the world are 
! 
lmJ.e rnouri shed; th.:; t tf you ; your fa the!', and your mother represented all peop~~e, 
only one of you would have enough to eat. It doesn't seem p osaible L~ 2 
civil2.zed worl:l , but it is true . And, that is why the F.'10 C3me into ex i s t ence · 
In :V.i3y 1943, when the world waB still at war, rep res entatives of the allied 
countries cerue toc;etl1er at Hot Sprirl[;S, Virginia. The3r vrere call ed t he r e by 
President Roos evelt. Thi s VTas no war c on fe rence un2.ess >ve ~mnt to ca l l f 1ght i.t"1.g 
hunger, a wa r . The nat1ons met to dissuss the :poss i bility of a world at pe.g c e
1
-
when a ll meu mi ght live in fre edom from want. Ou t of this c onfe ren.c e grev.r the 
i dea thgt eve:O.tU9lly became the Fl~O. 
wn at then is t he FAO? The Food and Ag ::.."icult·i.ue Ore anization is an Association 
of nations - 57 of t hem t oday - banded t ogether t o imp r ove the livi ng stand.<:~ n:1s 
/ 
/ and nutrHi on of the i r :peoples. They beli eve that ·enoug h f ood f or eve r-sb ody , 
I 
', 
and. plenty of all the p r oducts of Fa :rms; Fo rests, and Fishe r jes a r e e s serJt ie l t o 
peace. They belt eve that way s must be wo rked out so that there wi ll be enough 
rice fo r all the millions in Asia; enoug h milk fo-r each of t he hu...'"ld. red and fifty 
thousand babies bo m into the wo1~ld ea ch day; .hunoer f or hou8 ing the ""l·rorld' s 
f emi l i e o; fish t o supplement the f ood needs of inland as well as coasta J_ people 
and at the same time a conservation of the world's res ources . 
To accomplish this, t he FAO has a ~rear}.j Conference. Here, each member nation is 
represented and has a vote . Between Conferences, a vJorld Food Cm.mcil, 
c on oisting of just eighteen member nations , supervises the vro rk of FAO. In 
add i tion, FAO has a staff of 200 spec i alists and professional workers at 
1-!a s h:i..ngton, D .C. Regional Offices are maintained at Rome, Italy; Geneva, 
--~~zerland; -Ca i ro, -Egypt; and others s oon will be established L~ t he Far Ea s t , 
Latin America and elsevhere. Already, 44 member nations have set up their own 
na t ional FAO Committees to work "With FAO nnd other agencie s. Throu,gh t::O.is 
growing Organization, nations are now sitting down together, as it were, talking 
/over their 
""3-
rwer their needs and helping cne another to reach highe :r l i Yi'Ob stanc1.a~s. 
llovT doe8 ~2-~k? FAO he1 s neither flmds n •::> r authority t o buy o r distribute 
f c od s or other mate :c~Jal. It wol'ks in th::::ee other H::Jys: 
l. It seuds specialists cmJ. missiona .• at t he reqnest of member 
goven1.Ti:ents to helr them and t o study f irst h..and their special food 
ancl ag ricultt:..re p roblems. 
2. It st:lmulates intel"na tional action, by :roe~ ommending lvhat might be 
done when there is a fo od shor~sge o::· a surplus; b~r p l"Vmobng 
conse:rvation and. the adoption of the latest s c ientif i c metho1'!.s in 
fsrming and ln res ea :rch. 
3. It is a worl d cleal"ing ho~se - collect :Lng , int~erJ} reting , and 
distr:5bu +.iDG infonnation on i \1od snd ac riculture, fon3sts end. 
f i sheries throughout the wor ld . 
Hith ull th:;.s o:rganize t.lon, the FAO could not by it s elf Bchieve its goal of 
peace ancl freeclom from want . I t must work closely with ECOSOC , ancl i·rith ILO , 
wliO, UNICR'F, and other U.N. Asenc:ies conc e macl ;v-ith the welfa r e of nati .:.m s . 
vle •rill ez:plain the work of these other agencies in later eel:.. tions of FJ.'WvJ YOUR 
U.N. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Infonma t i on in this .background sheet may be used i n many ways for broadcast 
:pui'Posea: 
1. I1 s su"bject matter f o:c a quiz sho;-r . 
2. As the basis for a st1aight t~lk. 
3· As mater~al for r Jund teblo discuss ion. 
For current n 8ws of the United Nntions and its specialized agen cies; see the 
..r .... , .,1.1 ... _..,~LjiT'/\Ct:fTi'lC' 'r.\~1.6 TI, T J·T."' ,..,.,..,.,...,... ....,....... ,..... 
J 
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Here is your thim Radio Bacr..grou:b.d sheet, bringi.J.J.g you this week the story 
of another of the Specialized . .1\gencies, UNESCO . 
Long ngo, before the deys of mod.em t ran sportotion and corrrnunicatim1., people 
seldom looked 'beyond the boundarie s of thei r own co:rmnunity. 'rhey did n ot lmmv 
•rhot \-lent on beyond the for8s t on the mounto ins or ec:mss the river. I gnorance 
le3d to distrust and foar and sometime s to war. If ~:m outsider chanceJ into the 
communi t.:r, if his speech was different, or h :i s e pgearonco , he was il!liled i ately tho 
objoct of susp icion. He was outlendis h me rely because he hod come from an outside 
l.Elnd. Time and cirplr-mes and radio hnve not y e t oucceeded ln choD..ging all this. 
We Clre still likely to l ook upon 8 person as being que er if he does not dress as 
vre do or t.olk as we do, if he corr:i.es hiA bn:rUens upon his he~1d instead of in his 
arms, if he ee.ts with chopst i ckG instuad. of with a knife end fork. And, of course 
he feels the same wuy about us. 
Today everyone realized. that if we are to have a rea l ;)OB C 3 , these barriers of 
.;.gno:mnce ancl misunderstrmding must be b:roken dmm. So, onc e aga in the Un:!.t ec"l 
tum.s tumed to one of its Specialized Agencies , lJ.NESCO, whose specia l funct ion 
is to further inte m '3 tionDl understnnding tluuugh education; scienc e , :::nd cultu<re. 
r 
How _:;as U'li!E3co bom.? - After the first World Wa r the League of Nations created 
on Int0mB1:;1onal CoroJni ttee f or IntelloctuGl Co - o:porntion. Its work was limited, 
but the idea took fire and b efore the second World Wer was ove r plan s were already 
.---~~~!e'\!!!'-,~7-"fer<!" -a +revruncl-more ac-tive 0Clucat·lo:rfu1. organiza tion. In I91+5, a · charter 
· ws d:rnw.n 1.1:p and 'UNEsco -was :pledged through the United Notions to contribute to 
· "peace and security'\. How was it to do this? The Pl'Cl t:~Jllble to the UN:ESCO 
CcnBtitQtion made t~a, clear: 
',, 
49-66)8 
.. 
11 si-ace '\>I-ars b('le;in in the minds of meri.; it i s j_n the minds of men t hat the 
defences of peace must be cortstrttcted • 'i 
How· can UNESCC build. tr.~e c1efences of peace in I!1en' s m:l.nds 'l - In ~re.r-to1~n count rieE 
it is Cl.oi!"'.g everythinG in its power so that children may once aga:!.n have schools. 
It is encouraeing Ne.tlonal Book Cel"'ters to colJ.ect books a!l.d. to d.istributs t hem 
vrhare they are mo:3t needed. It is planning for the l'eb:i.rth of libraries and 
thea~ros and nru.s ic, all sac::.~ifices of war. I t is helpinG to outfit scientific 
labor~to~ies e.nd film-8tucUos a.r.d rad:.o statio~~,s - doing e-:rerything it ca..'l. to 
rebuild the eC.ucat:lonaJ. , scientific, and cultural life of the people. 
As to -the social ~nd intellocti.lal ba:.."Tie:rs, UNi!:SC:O is ·vmrklng tmoTC,~d a freer 
f low of ideas bet-ween countries. It is 1.1tilizing film; raG.io, presa. It is 
planning a 1'i!ay of Life 11 se:;.~ie:J of books so tbA.t people rr..ay better understand 
one aYJ.ot1J.er th."t"otlgh rea.d.LTlts; and making -l"t easier fo::.~ an e~chc..nge of persons f rom 
one country to e.nothar, so that peoples of the world may kr.1ow- firet h'4'l.d hmv the 
other fellow· li-r;e s . 
But, "UNESCO ls s till :raced with the as toundinG fact tl"Jat over half the people of 
the world can nei ther ree.d nor vrite. So, it has started an international 
movement for a.:B··und.a.mental Ed1.1.eation procrs!!! to assure a basic m5 n.irnum of 
ed,;tcation to all under-privileged peoples, whether in the vast unc1.e:r-developed 
a.rea.s of the world or in the pockets of pover·~y and ignorance that still exist 
in ou:r- h:ighly industrial countries . 
There is an old Af rican proverb that says a mighty river is made great by its 
litt le strear.w. So, illlE8CO is s tri ving to bring t ogether all the little s treams 
of education, of s cientif ic development, and. of cult1..1.re so that soon a mighty 
river of und.er::;ta.ndinl} will flow e.nd carry the f'u.ndrun.e?:ltals of peace to the 
vihole world. 
Hmr i s IDJ"ESCO organized to car: on ita work? -
-3.-
delegates but o~r. UT'.e. .votB, so that a little count:r·y like Lu.."{em.bourg has jUE: t 
as much to say as a -grea.t country like China. 
of the t.a0;1ks of the General Conference is to elec-t the eighteen :me;mbers to 
the E:~ec1.~tiYe Boar·d . Six new members are chosen each ye<:U' to se1·ve for a te1'Ill 
of th1·ee ycara. Great care is taken to select IOCmbers who a~·e £1.Uthoritios in the 
\ 
fi&ld.s of ed.uc~tion, acience, and culture in vThicit UNESCO wod\s. This group 
\ 
met-ts quarterly 8.llddt:.aJ..s with problelrs arisil1g dv:dr.g the year . 
Working continuo-us ly th:rough the year and carr·ying ou~ the }lrcc,:ra.m of lJNE3CO i s 
the Secrota:riat - 600 irlteriki.",Sonal civil servan.ts . They come fram 30 d.iffarent 
countries e;md 'W'Ol'k together at UNESCO Bouse in Paxis una.er tl;_e leacl_e:rshi11 of a 
Di.rector ·Gt:J:nereJ... 
Thes8 ~reti grou.~, togetb.€!r lt:ith the National Commissior.~:a or Cooperatine Bodie s 
set u:p in each country, 8:U-d the ex:perts ce.J...led to J..e.nd. their e:~J_)crience in the 
.f ie.ld.s of science, ed.uca,.tion, and. the arts - are the vorl~ilif; core of. UNESCO. 
Even so, to accQ~ll.pli.sh 1ts a:lms, tJ1iESCO :must wo~k closely with the Unitec Natic•na 
and the other S:peci.alized Jl.{:;encies~ with nat:LonFU. groups ~ individuals and a..U 
to one p1.:u:-:pose: that event ually tht:re will develop a positive: :pf;I3,Ce in \>rhich 
eYerybody w'ill have food, slfclte.r, cl.ot.hing, and. full opportu..Tlity for deYelopoont . 
J 
. / 
in thls backgroU41d sheat me.y be usad in lil.f'..ny vay1;>~' for broadcast 
L As a ste.rting· paint f'o~ further i..TJ.Vestig3.ti on. 
2 . As the basis for a straight talk .• 
3• As the basis :for rolllld table W. scussi cr.u.. 
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A SUJ.V.JHARY OF i'rEWS FOR SCHOOLS 
vOICE 1. Flashes f r om Lake Succe 
1JOICE 2. 
IOICE 1. 
TOICE 2. 
He1·e are highlights fr 
you NOT lvlli;T TO THTilK 
the Un~.ted Nations Nmw of the week .. tGlling 
Willa' TO TRil'lli: iJ30lJ'1' . 
Dur:Lng thi s past week General Asse:o:bly in Paris, the Aseeml)ly's 
I'oli tical Comm:ttteo and. Soc uri ty Cc:.uncil conttnuecl to consid.eJ.: tl1e 
:major political j_ssues · :foro the United Nations. The United States, 
li1.:ts s ia, Fra..'l.ce and pe;rties in the Berlin clis:~mte acce:oted the 
mediation efforts of Dr Juan B:.:·Qlfll.tgEa, J!'oreig;n H:l.nistcr of Argentina 
and Che.irman of the .._,,.,,,., .,..,, ty Cotm::;il. During this week, too, carne word 
that a ce ase-fire vrent o effect ln \.' e:~'l.lsalem . The agreeru.ent 1vas 
l'eached in direct tal!.-:s ·1-;een f.,rab m::d. ,Jowish A.."':ffiY commanders ar·:rar..ge<1 
by United Nations offic s. Concilie.t ic...n talks on the Greek y_uesti c. ·. 
showed good :proopects r eaching ngroement on a plan by which the four 
J3alka.'1 countries could gin to s ettle t lleil· dispute G. The Political 
Coilllllittee recommend.Gd t the Little Assembly be given an extensl on of 
life and continue to ti on for another year. 
Not t ho least accompli 
the Unive1·sal ~l)e clarati 
the General Assembly. 
lru1dm~rks of civilizati 
All of the se is sue s 1mr 
over t he '\vorld , Un:i.ted 
positive effort s to 
GENE~: Responding 
Refugee Organi zation, is 
7, 000 tOllS of flour to 
in tho M:lddlo East. In 
of its charte r ed. ships t 
13,000 Europeru1 refugee s 
EEIRL~: The dolegates t 
~ational, Scientific, 
their nevr Directo1" G · 
Mexico. Ul{8SCO has also 
activities to Germany 
Assembly. 
t of the 1-reek: was the completion of wcrk on 
of Human Rie;ht.s now reacly for con sideration by 
describe this as "one of the groa t 
;yom· furt her consideration, Meamrhile, all 
i ons Spoclalized Agencies are continuing theiJ~ 
t he :fov.no.ation of pormunent peace. 
request -oy the United Nations, tho International 
sending 100,000 wool blankets and a ohiplot.~d o:f 
UN disaster relief project, to aid refugees 
pa:t:t of the world., THO has ordered five 
proceed fr om Australia to China to evacuate 
th1·eatenc d by the spreadlng civil war. 
the an.:J.ueJ_ Conference of the United Nations 
Emd Cultural Organization h8re have elected as 
, Dr. J"a i me Torres :Bodet, Foreien Minister of 
approved a pla.."Tl to ext eml many of its 
J apan, pending approval of t.he u""N General 
GEI\1EVA: The World. Heal Organization is undertaldng ne>v measures 
...--
a gainst two of tho Horlct s most serious epidemi~ disasters, plague and 
ChOlera. 't'P.BffiA nf' vmn · ; "1"+. !-l y ·j 11 r.- n +.,-, 11-f'Y'-l ro c ,,.., ~ 1\~-l o +~ :>.~-~ ~ /' __ ..__ 
VOICE 2. l-AKE S"JOCESS: The 
_l..., tw_t~"'~?,fi..!~-
C(.JnC .... 1).:... .... ~:lg a. year 
contributions to 
NE"w XORK: The 
r·"J~rsr.--en proont 
the t!nitec States 
a :pre>gre.m. :fo? d.i 
chiJ..;i:;:en in 2 ... 11 
007:~~~F-A'}.!lli! The Uni 
~}':.',""-::·.1.~;·~::~~~ · ('" ~ ":) ~~J~~0wh0JlB 1 n~~ Dw 
c.o'U.n:ij::.-ies i-rL t~Lo ~! 
tn.e.::.1 o~e hn:;.•h.•e.f1. 
c 01:t::~'b:r:.l.ee P z:.~.k:i .. n.g 
rrt3,a~ -~i:?JJl~.ll"";~i -~~t-:i. cr~l. 
te'i !~e.tions Appenl for Child.ren ca:::r~e.ign, noi'r 
service t.o the .Uni'c.ed. :Nations, an:.:.cu:J.cos thc.t 
. have reach9d oYer 30 .• 0001 COO. 
anal ChtMren' a Em.erge:r.cy F'l;nd report a that. the 
fo:r not.he:::,s e.nd child.ren :ln. J.nrlnr..e£ia he.8 lei't 
P.t~·t.nv is.. 'X!:1e Chilo:ren' s Fv.nd has also El.?:Ol"o,red 
on.e mJD.i0"-1. doJ.la:~·s fo!' the rel:.e:f of 
nations • ce1!.'-J?'.Uf?l to vacc:tnat.e children a.p;a:l.nst 
co:n.d!1.n'!:.ed j.n FV~'t' o:r·e, ,.rj.J.l soon ·oe e:xtend.GJ. J_;o 
e.n1. :?o.J: Ea~t nni tb.e Veste:tn Tie=.l:!.sJ:lbere. ~.!o:::e 
on c:b.iklJ:'6Xl 1<r:;. D .. be ·t.;estS>d in t~e Ya.:i.'i OV.<3 
E'J:.l.ti -tub·:.rc'.ucs:i.s i'5.t;t.t. ·t.h~ largeet s i:."lgle 
et'C.Ir:l e T'JJ.' ·l:.~.\:?.e;cta;:en . 
So 1 i·r!lU .e cla:r.~1:BJ: e .... , .... ,c~J..\ ·" of ci.a;,t1te e.."ld. d..1sagreement m.eke heaa.!.:ine e.a 
a.l~l·'\Y~ ,: ·;:.he 'J;....,::, ted. ens is r-:;•;..lJ,~~ B~COH.f'l.:i. ehin.g u h'..\i~.d.J.•ea tb.:h1gs to 
1-:;;;,'f"t:~·;.L Cld.!' t o;~s C'f JtS j.nto :!.,eal:l"t·i'. 
.. '"" ...... 
Fe.~!.~ o "' Ed:t.,.oa.t i ::-.n Li s:t s nn 
E·':l.i4:ty ~J t :!. ;r:!. s ;:. c.)n 
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VOICE 
BOY 
BOY 
lJAr?.R 
GI RL 
NAH.H 
GI IU, 
UE CALLING 70U 
1JN Calling You~ 1JiT Calling You., mr Callj.n g Y011. 
( F ,:\.DE IIT UP .\ND OUT) 
(Co""'"' \ L;J.:; ., c.~ • .-,..) 
-r +' • • \ '"t d !.. • :..es, ul1 lS lS your Ul1l e il]e."l.~lOn.S calling you. I say 
there~ can you hea>.1 :n (.}'? Yo<: won 't get anJ1·rhere just 
/ 
st~"'1ding at t he cross "~ad;z , )'f0U hnow. 
Sure" I SC:I'f you standj_ng there, and suddenly I was 
(Lauchin.g) Do we i1o.ve to take a road? Couldn't we 
j 1..wt go back~ ill<l.~·be? 
You CC'-Ud, but I don 1 t think ;}rou 1 c1 v,.rant to do t hat . 
'.Jhy not? Besides it r s comfortable r i gnt here . 
C ouldn r t we s tay ric;l-:t he re? 
\.rt.at ~ Are you bro going t o 'oe difficult today? 
( L;\UGH'l'ETI) 
Nc, really ";rer re not. But , 'trhat did you mean? All 
this about roacts ? 
-r----..-~~,;Jj---....... -<"~~ 
I wan thinking about the \un~ted Ne.tic:ns -- a3 usual 
. . 
~,.d the road to peace~ And, Nell, I just \<anted to be 
;mre ;}rou v.rere going that >vay c 
-·· 
- ------ - - -------------------
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That all sounds ver;r fanc yJ but ho1r1 can '.i e tell VJ"hich 
i s the right road? 
GIRL Ey dad aJ_-v;ays sa;_,'sl follo>r the r oad signs. 
!'JARR And itrs rr-,_i.ght y solmd advice , too. 
BOY Road signs , golly, uhat are the road signs to peace? 
I ' d n Gvc r see them f or all the a r guing thatrs going 
en under them .. 
NA:l.R One of the cl.ga:;·cst . r·oad signs t o peace is Freedom 
f~•)Il -~ /2.:~ -i:, , ______ , ... _ If tLat Sl[:n 5.sn ' t the:;_·e, your re on the 
BOY A friend of my dacl' s s a..ys :~rou can't h ave freedom from 
liG.r.:t. You 1 re cl~r.J.ys :;oi:10 to ha.ve people standing 
uith t l1cir h2.:1d3 m~ t all ove r the vrorld . 
HARR Haybe to El_J_:;o s:1ys the:·etll alvr.1ys be vmr . 
Boy Yes, he c:ocs o Hou clid you lmoH? 
IJAR:1 
GIRL 
NArm 
GIRL 
Bec ause , Bill, the tHo go togu::.her. Think f or just a 
minute. 1Trtc:::.: s t he one thing people c:mr t live vii thout? 
Food - isnr t i t? 
You're right . It's the one thing that r s absolutely 
necessnry to all people -& ever2111here., And here r s a sad 
fact. There jus t isnrt enough food produc ed today so 
that everJone cail hc.vc all hEJ n eeds for good health. In 
fact, tv;c-thirds of the uorld' s pGople never get enough 
to cat . 
;. 
Tvro-thirds? Hm-r ter:~lble l 
' i 
/ 
-·3-
BOY Hy mom v1ould say I v.ras one c;>::t: t he t wo-thirds t c o;,use I'm 
al1rmys hungr-y. ( Pause) Gol l y , i t wo11l d be ter r i bl e not 
. to have enough t o eat. 
GIRL 
N.ll..RR 
Yes , >-rhat can Ne do abou t those of u s >vho are hungry? 
I . l ike t he way you · say . 111those of us 11 Q Fir st of all ue 
have t o see that surplu~; fo ods r each the peopl e vrho need 
them, ::c have to hel p tho farmers reclaim the f i e l ds 
that were def,>t royed by 1rrar . He h ave to sec t hat modern 
methods and tools of farming ure mac'.e ~vailable~ ~ To have 
t o sbare the latest l<:novrl cdgc about nutri t i on and f ood . 
BOY So;.mds l ike an aHful bi t: order to me , Hho 1 s going to 
do it - that ECOSOC? 
GIRL 
NARR 
BOY 
NAtl.R 
GI RL 
NARR 
List en to him. 
So you r.aven t t forgot about 3CO.SOC , B~-11.? V!ell, you 
came pretty near hittinc the nail on the head . The 
Ec o:1.omic a'1d Social Council is working - thi s time 
t hr ough t he F.i\0 - t o Nipe out hunger . 
FAO? I s tho:c n ne1t.f one - agency or somet hing? 
New? Hhy the Food bnd i.gr i culturc Organi zat i on is 
older tl1an the United Edions i tsel f . 
Ol der than the UN? 
Yes :> ;you vroul dn t t remember _. but v.rhil e tho Horld 1·ras 
still at 1var, Fresidcnt Roosevel t c alled a group of 
men togcthor at Hot Spr:Ln.gs , Virgi.nin , He Nant.::;d to 
t alk over pl ans f or feeding the hungry world . That is 
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BOY But , 1-Jhat docs it do? 
GIRL Yes , vhcrc docs it get the i'ood and the money? 
BOY And the ships and the men? 
NA'I1TI The FAO hasn1t any of those thine;s . 
DOY ThE:n hmr c u.n it feed two-tllirds of tho world? 
NARR It c im 1 t all alone , Bill. Eut it 1 s helpint:; ~ and v;hat 
i t i s doing j_s one of the real suc cesses of the United 
1 . 
I Nations. Look - come over h ero n.nd sit cimm . I have 
: 
a map. 1)e 1ll sprcu.d it out ,. (Crc..ckl o of paper). Take 
j t hc..t cornur,. Bill - ]{el;'O Sis ~ 
i 
·' BOY i 
! 
GIRL :.Jhn.t arc all those little dots? 
NAm~~ The .dot s represent peopl e . Soc over thoro vrhere thoy r re 
nearly soli d? 
BOY Yes , t hat 1 s India and China~ 
That shm-rs the peopl e arc crm·rded togLthor . A.'1d hero 
you c .:.m s~o there aro hardly .:my peopl e [~t all. That I s 
t)no c c..uso of t he; uorld food probl ems . Hero - land 
,-./ . 
without peopl e ; there , people without lond~ 
BOY Is FAO doing an;ythine about it? 
Hful.R It 1 s doing s o mony things , it HotU.d be ho.rd to point 
to any pl o.c e on the mn.p uhore FJ\.0 hasn t t made itself 
GII?L 
FAO 
SPEC 
EGYPTIAN 
FAO 
SPEC 
EGYPTIAN 
FAO 
SPEC 
EGYFTIAri 
F.\0 
SPEC 
illYPTI.J\N 
The l ru:.cl of tho Ph~u·aohs o 
Yos , nnd they nrc s till storing gr nin as they di d in 
Pharo..oh days. · A United Nations , F!i.O specialist >·mnt 
over t ho r o to h<Jlp Egypt cut h er grain los s, He found 
much of th(; grain stored in open air enclosures called 
shounas , fenced by barbed -Hire and drninagc ditchus. I 
c on Lili,lost hou.r t he hund sieves noH as tho 1-vomcn laborers 
seck 0ut the spilled grain . (F!\.DE) 
( SOllf.JD: DI HT ~: IF'LCiG 'l'HEOUC'i :-I.Ai'JD :3r:::;;v"}; . VOICES ..., IlJ AND 
B:'::lliiJD) 
Is thi s vrhnt ~rou c<J.ll n shouna? 
It is a sho1.mc. . 
Uhat a r c those \Wmon doing on their kne es i n the dirt? 
Tho3r <J.ro excellent 1-.rorkers. Sec . thoy arc sifting ench 
inch of dirt s o t h<J.t not a grain ;rill be lost . 'Jo must 
not lose a s ins le grain. ( 30ID~D - SIEVES ) 
:cut loo~: - for every gr ain of seed those women r escue 
from the: dirt - bro :lro lost. 
~Tho.~ do y ou rn.cm1? -~-
That cloud of birds ond insects. I have been -vmtching 
them c nrr~rin;;:, off the seeds . That accounts fo r 1l 
terrific los s . You ·c-ent theE; a Gr ain s ncks? 
They o..ro the best jute bags . r . .Je po..y tl.o or throe 
FAO 
SPEC 
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I think 1;c c an save ;y-ou Jchat o.rtd save your grain too. 
Did you knmv you can buiid concreto stores tho..t .1-ri_ll pay 
for thoJns~lvcs in st;Vontoen months of sack ront.J.l? 
:CGYPTIAi'T Roo.lly? 
FAO 
SPEC You rent those sacks yeo.r r-.ftur year, Tho concret e stores 
1-rill last for f ifty yonrs . Yourll hnvo over L,S years 
of rent frou storage, 
EGYPTIJ\N It sounds good . 
HAN Not countins tho grain you will save by keeping out tho 
rnts, insects, birds , Think o.bout ito ~rerll send ~rou 
information from th-:; F.i\0, (FADE) 
NAE.H So thu FAO -vlill save a few more grnir..:.s for Egypt nnd sot 
the people on their -vmy tm·mrd Freedom from Unnt. Funny 
thing about Eg;ypt. It r s a co1.mtry of gront resources, 
yet nbout s even out of every ton of its people arc under'-
nourished, Tho l and is fertile. CliJnate permits them to 
have two or three crops a ;year . [,nd yet, mnny of her 
people a rc w"l.dcrnourishcd, 
Gin.L Then uhnt r s vrrong? 
NMFl. Irrigation for one thing . Er;ypt needs modern equipment 
nnd technicnl nidc FAO >·rill help her - shm·r her ho>-r to 
dig cmcl us c irrigo..tion wells. In ti-ro yenrs, new crops 
1vill cover tho cost of tho vrhol e projec t . 
,.:-; 
-•. 
· .. \ . 
NARR 
BOY 
GIJL 
NATIH 
BOY 
GEl.L 
BOY 
Hhcrc they arc no e:dod most . Tho:tt s tho job of t he Intcr-
nation.:.tl Emergency Food Cornm.ittce. Over hero in tho Far 
Eo..st . 
That r s t his crm·rded aruo.. 1-ve talked about? 
Yes - all through there - rice is the staff of l ife . 
In fact , it 1 s the most i.mporto.nt food of over hi'.l f the 
llUmo.n rc.co , 
'That l s , ,-hero e:.ll the rice co:nc.:s from isn!t it? 
-.Jc.; ll, Asia used to ho tho chief rico pj_•ovider - but uar 
clmngod that picture . !lmr, tho people dovm hero in Sio.m 
c_--.nd Durmo.. •••• 
I-Ic r e they o..ro , Bill . He c o.n rt find o.nything on a map. 
_Hell, since tho uo.r these peopl e c o.n t t raise enough rice 
to feed themselves . So - the Eicc Cornmitteo of thc:; I EFC . 
Intcnntionol Food Committee . 
He r s jus t shouing off, 
~Toll, tho IEFC ca1lc.;d together all tho ric o producing 
and ric o consmilinc countries of tho uorld. They sat down 
o.nd t.Ukod thinc;s over o.nd dec i ded tlnt '.:ho..t they ho.d of 
rico should go to thosu vrho n eeded it most. 
And Asin needed :i.t . 
T"\ - -----..................... , ... _ 
GIRL 
l'JARl1 
GIRL 
. BOY 
Nli.ER 
BOY 
H1Li.ll. 
Gil1L 
NMl.R 
BOY 
IJATL."'?. 
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It sounds like shipping cools to Nuvlcn.stle;. 
Tho.t t s on.e of tho tricks \·Io.r pln.~rs on us . . 
And llhn.t about Europe? Rice hn.s n. high nutritive value . 
I l eo.rnod that in Homo Ec. I should think Europe vrould 
need rico for ho r chil dren and invo.lids. 
She docs. So , Itnl y h <.i.s o.groed t o share hor s upply Hi th 
hcr .EuropcmJ. ne i ghbors. In tho.t Hn.y n bit of rico will 
find its >my into some of tho sauce pons of Eur ope thi s 
llint c ro 
And the FAO nrrn.'1god t h is? 
All FAO cc.n do i :.:; :t'oc omn1cnd action t o mombor nntions ~ It 
i s up to t ho nntions t o c o.rry out tho pl an . 
Tb.eytll ricvcr do it. 
Th<'-t ' s uhore yout ro Hronc . '.Chcytvc olroD..dy cQ.r" :::·iod out 
nino out of ova r y t <:m sucgostions mo.do by tho I EFC . · l.Jhy, 
nt i ts pco.k t ho Intcrno.tional Emergency Food com11i ttoo v1ns 
D.iloc o.ting 90% of c.ll f ood t hat moved in intornntion<JJ. t rade . 
1Iorc people should knm-.r these t h i ngs a.bout tho Unit ed ND.tions. 
Yes , o.nd t h i s is such o. smLlll p.:;.rt of FAO 's uor k . Point 
011;J'1Ihoro on the mo.p .:;nd I con shoi."'' it helpi.ng n ntions to got 
on their f oot nftcr tho vmr. 
Polo.nd? 
Thoro E:W h Lls found · thnt hnlf t h o milk supply comes from 
/ 
BOY 
GIRL 
Ni\.RR 
Boy 
Hnrr 
GI P.L 
1 . 
It persu.:.dod ·Cl:ina to pend blight ros i s t<111t. che stnuts to 
Ito.ly t o r cpl .:.co thn dying chestnut groves on which Ito.ly 
depends for wood <111d food. 
Chino. . 
I t 's hc::..ping f i ght tho rinderpest cattle diseo.sc that is 
robbing tl1e Fctr Ec;.st of itf:. cctttlc. 
-venezuela. 
It • s doing o.n excit::i.ng job do-..m there . Sending pl<111es over 
the prir::.i t ivo jungles to loc.:.te oil p::J.]Jns to supply much 
needed food oils . Lnd h01,e in Chil e i t I s helping the 
fisheries; <:> • .nd hero it 1 s checking soil erosion . 
It l ooks like c. job th o.t vrould n ever end . 
It •·ront , Hi .sht there in r_,c:.tin Amcricn it is lookirlg into-
v;nys of opening up ctlmost untouched forest r esourc es . It 
\·rill -keep on uncovering ncH vrctys of f eeding 'tho vrorld. 
I t h ink t he f:L."'les t part is tho.t it ' s not charity . It's hel p . 
It' s c. little like I sai d before , FAO i s working oll over 
the 1·rorld putting up tho road signs to pco.cc - Fr eedom from 
Uont , i:nd i f you over t hink ~rou t vo missed the rond, listen 
iiDd you 'll hoar tho voices of t he underfed, bl'lo out of t hr oe 
of the worldr s people - co.D.ing (r;,DE) 
( CRTI::S OF HUNGETI I N UP 11JD FADE TO N/._tl.Ri\.TOR) 
Gi ve u s broad . 
6. 
7. 
H.\Pt.R 
l iUSIC: 
-10... 
Tcnko fomc ( Tbnyo fo2rn-c) 
~·'on 3rno chi fcng. I UJ.nt ric0, 
Somodq;.r soon maybe you'll sit dov.n to c, nice turkey dinner, 
;,nd H~on you do , don r t forgot tho othe r tvw-thirds - tho 
peopl e vrho iiould ctlil it D. fe;nst if t hey had just n bit of 
broo.d or r:. bowl of rice . Thor: vrith the Unitud nations be 
sure to follmr the r o2..cl sj_gn t o pc:lCo, You sec, thoro I s 
:rcnlly no ether 1:c::,y but - Freedom from vJnnt ~ 
Hnd::o - Educntion Lici son 
]1o,dio Division. 
.' 
P.ROGRAM NO. 3 
UN CALLING YOU Appendi x 6 
(CODE ••• - IN AND UNDER) 
VOICE 
' 
(FILTER) UN -- Calling You1 UN -- Calling You! UN -- Calling You1 
(CODE UP AND OUT) 
NARR Yes, this is your United Nations calling you, calling you because 
I was going visiting to~y. And, since everyone likes to visit 
places of interest, well, I thought you might like to come along. 
BOY You can count me in. 
GIRL Me, too -- Where are we going? 
Nih~ We ' re going to visit a most unusual house. 
BOY House? 
NAI'-ill Yes. You see, there are famous houses in every cotmtry in the 
BOY 
GIRL 
NARR 
world. Some, are famous because of their age or their style of 
architecture. Others, because some important event took place 
there; and still others are famous because some well-known person 
is associated with them. 
Like the log cabin where Lincoln was~ born. 
Or, the White House in Washington? 
Yes, or the building in Chu Fu, China where Confucius was born. 
GIRL Ye's, and in England there's Ann Hathaway's Cottage at Stratford on 
BOY 
49-18150 
Avon 
And 10 Downing Street in London. Everyone knows that. 
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Yes, and Ghend:t 's hut at Wardha, and the Kremlin in Moscow. 
We could me.ke a long list - couldn't we? 
Hhich one are we going to visit? Di d ·we name it? 
No, you see, all the pl aces you and I named are pla.ces cormected 
with t he hiatoey of just one country. The place we are going to 
visit is an international house. It's just as important to you or 
to a. native boy in the;J jungles of South Amerj_ca as it is to the 
people in the city where it is built. 
BOY I'll bet -v;·e•re going to visit the United Nations at Lake SUccess, 
New· York. 
GIRL Ara we? 
NARR No, but we are going to visit the home of one of the United Nations 
Specia lized Agenc:l.es - the Educat j.onal, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization. It ' s called UNESCO for short. So, any time you 're 
ready, we'll be off for Paris to V'isit UNESCO House. 
GIRL Paris! 
BOY But how are we going to get there? 
NJL~ In the first place, we're going by imagination. So,transportation 
is unlimited. J ust name it. Boat? Airplane? Or magic Carpet? · 
BOY Airplane! 
NARR All right, then. Three round trip tickets from here to Paris. 
(SOUND AIRPLANE TAKE OFF CROSS FADE TO LIGHT TI.'W!'FIC AND FOOTSTEPS) 
(CARRY BEHIND) I 
\ 
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I recognized the Arch of Trilunph. 
Is UNESCO House far from here? 
No, we're almost there. This is Avenue Kleber where we are walking 
and right here in fron of us is Number 19, the Maison de 1 "1JIOOCO. 
BOY It looks more like a hotel! 
NARR It was a hotel once. You 111 hear more about that later. Right 
through here now. (DOOR OPENS - CLOSES. STREET SOliNDS OUT} 
GIRL There are lots of other people in here, too. 
N.ARR Probably a tour. See, there's a guide with them. We~re just in time. 
GUIDE 
VOIC'.t!:: 
GUIDE 
Let 1 s get closer, maybe we can hear what he has to say. 
(FRENCH - FADE IN UNDER ABOVE BUT KEEP SLIGHTLY OFF MIKE) 
Years ago, this was the Ma jestic Hot el, a show-lace of Paris. Since 
that time it has h<7d many occupants. In June 1940 when the Germans 
occupied Paris, the Military Governor took over the building as his 
headquar ters. Today you can see the intrlcate telephone system that 
the Germans installed and t he massive concre'te ceil:tng they built to 
protect it. In thebasement, there are air-raid shelters, with a room 
above them filled with sand as a protection from bombs. On the 
outside walls, you can still see the shell-marks from gunfire. After 
the liberation in Au~~at, 1944, the United States Army had. its · 
headquarters here. Finally in Septem~er, 1946, UNESCO moved here from 
London and the building was renamed UNESCO House. Are there any 
questions'? 
Yes, how many flags in the t group over there? 
~ ...... ..... 
GUIDE 
What's the blue flag with a white globe on it and the wreat..l! of leaves~ 
T~~t's the flag of the United Nations, and the leaves , as you call the~ 
are oliVe branches to mean peace. tJNESCO is a part of the United 
:Nations. It is one of the Specialized Agencies, ],ike the Food and 
Agricultttre Organization and many others. They are all SFecializir~ in 
their own ways and working together to prevent "\>rar and to bring about 
a peaceful and better "t-rorld for everyone. There, on the wall beside 
ycu, is a poster showing all of them together. 
(:B'ADE OUI' UNDER FOLLOWING - FOOTSTEPS IN) 
N_li.RR Come along we haven't too much time. There are so many t!dngs I w~nt 
you to see here - the UNESCO Constitution for one. 
BOY I'll bet this old. building could tell some great stories. 
(FADE) - (FOOTSTEPS UP AND FADE - OR - PICK UP HITH WP_IKING Ml.iBIC -FADE 
GIRL (RE . .'\DTI~G) The Governments of the States Parties to this Constitution, o: 
be!lalf of their :peoples, declare that since wars begin in the minds of 
men, it is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace must be 
constructed. 
Nl\RR That's the whole idea of D~~SCO in a nutshell. 
BOY But what does it mean? 
It means, Bill, that wars begin long before the shooting starts. 
GIRL That wars start with people's wrong ideas about each other. 
NfJRR Exactly. The Preamble goes on to say that ignorance leads to mistruAt 
and mistrust; all too often leads to war. ItQa as old as history. lfe'·re 
still - likely to look upon a fellow being as queer if he speaks a ·~ · 
/ 
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He most certainly does. And that's why UNESCO believes that to have 
a lasting peace, "'ve have to break down the barriers of misunderstanding 
between peoples. We can 1 t hope for real peace -when- more than half· 'tlie 
. . 
"'mrld can neither read nor write; when the benefits of science are 
shared by less than a third of us - and if everybody in the word sits 
on his own door step and never looks over the fenCP, to see how the otpe: 
fellow lives. 
BOY I see, and that 1 s UNESCO'S job? 
GIRL 
.NABR 
B0Y 
FRENCH 
GUARD 
GIRL 
UNESCO'S job is to further international understanding through ·· 
education, science and culture. 
I'd like to learn more about it. 
You're going to - first hand. If we hurry we may find the Executive 
Board in session. You see, the UNESCO general Conference, with its 42 
nations represented, meets only once a year. And - in a different 
country each time. The Executive Board has only 18 members. It carrier 
on the work of UNESCO between yearly Conferences. Come this way now. 
(FOOTSTEPS UP & FADE - OR - PICK UP WITH WALKING MUSIC AND FADE) 
Look, that guard is signaling us. 
Entrez doucement, s'il vous plait, le Comite Directeur est en r;union. 
~~at did he ~ay? 
He said, enter quietly. The Executive Board is in session. 
GIRL (WHISPERI1U) Who are all the people? 
NABR Vistors. The 18 members of' the Executive Board are in front at the 
~~~~~--~~--~--~~-~-----------------------L-~---~ 
C~~ The question before the group is whether any part of UNESC0 1S program 
shall apply to Germany and Japah~ At first there was a wide difference 
of viewpoint between the Members who came from countries that were 
occupied by the enemy during the war, and those who were spared that 
terrible experience • . However, we have now reached u~imous agreement, 
I believe, on the first steps that ~e should take • to bring Germany an~ 
Japan into contact With UNEsco. I suggest that we request the Director 
General to send this plan at once to the Allied Authorities in control 
of Germany and Japan and to get everything ready so that the pl.an can ~e 
put into action by the Secretariat as soon as he receives a favorable 
reply. (FADE UNDER TO CUT) 
Let's slip out quietly. Close the door. (cur SPEECH) 
(FOOTSI:EPS IN & CiL.TlliY BEHl"ND) 
BOY Do all the members of the Executive Board speak English? 
NARR No, when a speech is finished in English, an interpreter repeats it 
immediately in Fl'ench. So, the members may use either language. 
BOY You mean they're all French or English? 
N.ABR No, each one comes from a different country. And each is a specialist 
in some field of education, science, or culture. 
GIBL But they were working together and agreeing. 
They're cooperating. You see, that's the secret, if we are to succeed 
as United Nations. Here's the office of the Director General. 
BOY Will we see him? 
I 
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of world in which you will be glad to live. And you have a part in it. 
For it must be a world built on cooperation between school children, 
teachers, scientists and all other kinds of people. 
How many people are there to help you do all of UNESCO'S work? 
SECRETARY Several· million helpers if you count all the pe0ple who are helping us 
to build a better world. But, if you mean right here at the Secretari at 
there are only 650 of us including typists, clerks, and all the rest. 
They come from 3!1- countries. 
GIRL It's like a little United Nations itself. 
BOY · Who pays for all of this'l 
SEC. All this? UNESCO's budget for one year is less than the cost of one 
cruiser. It is less than one eightieth of one day' e cost of· World War Il 
GIRL It sounds as if we are willing to pay more for war than 1ve are for peace. 
SEC. Peace is far cheaper than war. But, to get back to your question. 
Every nation pays according to its population and wealth. For example 
/ 
the United States pays 42% and tiny Haiti pays only 5 one hundreths of 
1 percent. 
GIRL It's all terribly interesting. 
NARR We must be on our way. I ivant you to visit the office of Fundamental 
Education before you leave. 
GIRL Thank you so much. 
SEC. Bon courage. (FADE) 
NARR There is a charming Chinese lady who can tell us how UNESCO is .help;ing 
teach the children and adults of China to read and write. (FADE 
~~~ 
CHINA 
LADY 
CHINA 
LADY 
GIRL 
BOY 
CHINA 
LADY 
BOY 
CHINA 
LADY 
You are very fortunate. You go to school. Perhaps sometimes you grow 
tired of it; but, I'm sure you would n.{)t want to have it taken from you. 
Millions of boys m~d girls and grown-ups, tgo, have neve r had a chance 
to go to school. As a famous Chinese wrote recently in one of U1~SC0 1 s 
books: three-fou.r~hs of the world's people are tmd.er-housed, un der -fed 
and illiterate . 
In Chj_na, we are trying to co1·rect this. We have t aught the people how 
to get more out of the la~d, hew to build better home s , how to fight 
disease and prejudice, and how to read and write. 
But China is such a big place. 
Yes, how can UNESCO get to all the millions of people? 
Did you ever see a little boat bring a big boat into the dock? 
You mean a pilot boat? 
Yes, UNESCO is doing something like that in China in Fundamental 
Education. In t'tm sections not far from Nanking and again in \vest China 
they are helping ];leo:ple imprrwe their living by better health, better 
houses, better education. Each of the se :places is like a :pilot for the 
rest of China. 
3-IRL I see. You mea~ they will lead the rest of China to better uays of 
living. 
There are other Pilot Projects in Haiti and in East Africa, but there is 
still neen in other parts of the world. 
GIRL You make me want to be a part of 1 t all. 
BOY Thanks for telling us. 
-9"" 
NABR ' Now, on our way do'Wilstaira we'll stop into the Netural Science Section. 
Some of the world's greatest scientists are working for UNESCO ar1d the 
United Nations. One of them had the idea that UNESCO should provide 
a lrorld center for the exchange of scientific information. nut I' 11 let 
him tell you about that. (:B'ADE) 
(FOOTSTEPS UP &"'ill FADE - OR - PICK UP WITH WALKING MUSIC) 
SCIENTIST so, you want to know hm·r scientists are helping UNESCO to build a better 
world? It's a big task. First, we're trying to spread the knowledge 
that scientists have already acquired. We believe it should belong to 
everyone. So lle 1ve set up ce:--~ers of information for scientists· in 
~. 
various parts of the world. Al~, we have given money to groups of 
' 
scientists so .that they will ha\\~ f'lmd.s to pay for meetings, publications 
and other ways of comparing their results. 
BOY What is that large red area marked on the map of South America there 
behind you? 
SCIEN.riffi' That is the Hylea.n Amazon region, It is the largest tract of unexplored 
land in the world. It is a vast area of swamp and forest almost as big 
as the United States of America. 
30Y And it's never been explored? 
3ClENTIST A ;f'ew explorers have pushed their '!.·ray partly into the interior; but, 
because there has never been a central place for them to report their 
discoveries, \ie have acquired very little knowledge about the region. 
Many fantastic stories have been brought back, tales of five-ton snakes, 
of fish that climb trees, and of moths with human faces. There has been 
so little exploration that it was easy· to believe the wildest rumors. 
BOY What about the people who live there? 
-10• 
BOY Is UNESCO doing something there? 
SCillNTIST Yes, recently llNESCO, Brazil, and Peru have brought all the interested 
nations together to Ol•ganize an Internatioual Institute of the Hyleen 
Amazon. 
BOY What will they do? 
SCIENTIST Scientists will try to learn how the Hylean Indians have nwnaged to live 
so well in the tropics. This will benefit others all over t~~ world who 
live in damp, hot climates. Then, besides bei ng the gl'eatest ~~tapped 
forest area in the world, the Hylea is rich in other raw materials that 
will be tapped for the benefit of all people. It is a big task but the 
World Health Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization, and 
the International Labor Organization - all 'are cooperating. 
BOY And I always thought UNESCO's Job was dullt This is the most exciting 
part of our visit. 
(FADE) (FOOTSTEPS IN AND CARRY BEHIND) 
NARR I'd like to t ake you into all of these offices, but there isn't time. 
Down the hall is the Registry. UNESCO re~eives nearly 3000 letters a 
week from all over the world. And directly across , the hall is the Film 
Division. 
BOY You mean they make movies too? 
NARR They help , UNESCO has arranged for a whole series of films to help 
people become better acquainted with one another. Each nation is going 
to prepare its own film aril, through UNESCO, will exchange with all the 
other countries. - _ -./ 
That' a what you meant by UNESCO 
BOY 
GIBL 
. BOY 
NARR 
SUPER-
VISOR 
GIRL 
SUP.ER~ 
VISOR 
.,11-
(SOUND BOXES BEING· LOADED ON TRUCKS. MEN'S VOICES) 
Look at all the packing boxes, they're loading on those truckat 
And look at the labels on themt 
PolancU Greec~ t China~ What are they'/ 
.. 
Here's the Supervisor. Maybe hei 11 tell you . 
Sure thing. Some of these boxes are full of test tubes and flasks and 
scientif:i.c equipment that UN.ESCO he.s bought {;o send to l-rar devasted 
co'l.mtries. Some of them are full of books and. magazines, sent by 
:peo:ple all o-ver the worl d, for libraries dest't'oyod during the war. Some 
are fUll of :pencils Bnd notebooks that boys fu~d girls are sending to 
other boys and girls who suffered during the war. 
It sounds like a te~ribly big job. 
Oh, we coul•in1 t do it alone. UNESOO discovers ru1d reports what is 
needed. It acts as a clearing house for supplies. Bui~, millions of 
:people, just like you, are working with UNESCO to build a oetter worl(l. 
BOY To build a better world! Gee, tharu:s a lot, mister. 
SUP.ER-
VISOR 
GIRL 
N.ARR 
BOY 
Glad to tell you. My bit , you know. {FADE) 
It's been a thrilli~~ eJ~erie~ce. 
Hell, ready to go. home'l 
Yes, I 1va.11t to get bacl~ a11d do something about it - tell people about 
UNESCO. 
NARR All aboard then - our :plane ' s waiting. Remember? 
(SOUND PLANE TAKE OFF AND FADE TO) 
And that y ou see, is the atol~y of UNESCO House. It ~ s a story of 
team-work be-tween people of different na tiona, bet¥reen ed:uoa to:re and 
scientists, and laborers and artists. vie could go on with that list of 
famous houses we were talking about- .l:l_ while ago but only UNESCO .House 
has .the distinction of educating the worl.d for Peace. 
(MUSIC - IN UP .A!'ID OGT 
/ ' 
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Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights. You 
will note that several spot announcements refer to 
specific Articles thereip. 
l. 
HUMAN RIGHTS - CORNERSTONE OF THE U. N. 
As the wail of police sirens mounted from the East River Drive, 
a bright sun, almost miraculously, broke through the clouds. Suddenly 
a blue sky was reflected in the water and, touched into startling 
brilliance, the blue banners flapping in the October wind beside the 
Speakers' Platform, shone in the sunlight. It was October 24, 1949, 
and the cornerstone of the permanent home of the U. N. was about to be 
laid and General Romulo, President of the U. N. General Assembly, awaited 
.. President Truman of the U.S.A • 
Later Trygve Lie, Secretary-General, in a simple and moving ceremony, 
carefully placed in a metal box in the cornerstone two documents. They 
were the U. N. Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
The U. S. Declaration of Independence, Britain's l4a.gna Charta, and 
the French Declaration of the Rights of Man, were relatively easy to write, 
for they were national documents. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
had to be hammered out word by word by people , from all parts of the world. 
2. 
After two years of grueling debate, on a closing day of the 
General Assembly of 1948 at Paris, the new Declaration triumphantly 
was passed. A special ovation swept the hall for Mrs. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt whose patience and skill as Chairman of the Human Rights 
Commission played a large part in making the task possible. 
This "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" consists of an 
introduction or preamble followed by 30 Articles. Each of these 
articles sets forth a separate human right or some general principle 
in connection with these. No article is more than a few lines in 
length and the whole Declaration can be printed on one side of an 
ordinary sheet of paper. 
3. 
SPECIFICALLY WHAT RIGHTS ARE COVERED IN THIS DECLARATION? 
CAN YOU GIVE ME SOME G:ENERAL IDEAS ABOUT THEM? 
They can be grouped anyway. I. There are, first, the Civil 
Liberties which, in many countries, have so long been part of the law 
and for so many years accepted that they are often thought of as 
"traditional". These Articles proclaim such rights as the familiar, 
"Everyone has the right to life, liberty, and the security of Person" 
(Art. 3); "that all are equal before the law"(Art. 7); "that everyone 
has the right to be recognized as a person before the Law" (Art. 6); 
"to an effective remedy in a competent court for violations of his 
rights at law" (Art. 8); "to freedom from arbitrary arrest" (Art. 9); 
"to a fair and open trial" (Art. 10); "to freedom from interference 
with his privacy in his own home or his private correspondence" (Art. 12). 
II. In the earlier half of the Declaration, there are several 
Articles which cover abuses which, before the Nazi regime, men had 
thought were dead in the civilized world. Slavery, servitude, and the 
slave trade (Art. 4); torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment 
or punishment (Art. 5) are specifically outlawed. 
4 . 
• 
III. There are other rights, too, which sharply reflect our fears 
from the immediate post-war past and even perhaps of the future. The right 
to freedom of movement within one 1 s own country and the proviso, "Everyone 
has the right to leave any country including his own" (Art. 13); the right 
to asylum in other countries from persecution (Art. 14); and the right to 
a nationality (Art. 15), reminding one of the hordes of stateless people 
still in I.R.O. camps, too few of whom may look forward to even gaining 
a nationality of any kind: are some of these rights. 
IV. These are the highly significant articles concerning the 
spiritual life of the individual, conscience and religion, and freedom of 
speech and opinion (Arts. 16, 18, and 19 respectively) . In marriage, equal 
rights for both man and wife are stressed in the contracting of the marriage, 
and also during its continuance. The article dealing with freedom of 
religion is itself an impressive example of cooperation among representatives 
of all the important religions of the world. That on freedom of thought may 
be implemented by U.N. treaties on news gathering and news distribution. 
5. 
V. The last half of the Declaration contains Articles on Social 
and Economic Rights. In some states these economic and social rights are 
guaranteed by the Government itself, in others by private agencies, and 
in others again by a combination of Government and private agencies. Some 
of these rights are: Social security (Art. 22); the right to work, under 
conditions of free choice of employment, and "just and favorable" conditions 
of work; the right to equal pay for equal work, and to form and join trade 
unions (Art. 23) are some of these. Gther Articles of this group proclaim 
a right for the individual "to a standard of living adequate for the 
health and well-being of hi:rriself and of his family" (Art. 25); to education 
free in the elementary stage at least and ending with the proviso that 
"parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be 
given to their children" (Art. 26); the right to rest and leisure (Art.24). 
VI. There are Articles concerning the right to participate volun-
tarily and freely in open assemblies, and the right to a truly represent-
ative form of government and to periodic elections held by secret ballot 
(Arts. 20 and 21). 
L 
~· 
6. 
VII. One Article speaks of the duties owed the community and 
certain safeguards for it in connection with the exercise of individual 
rights (Art. 29). 
A comprehensive article sets forth the right "to a social and 
international order" in which the above rights can be enjoyed (Art. 28), 
and Article 2 underscores the universal application (though this is al-
most invariably repeated in each Article) of the Declaration. It reads: 
"Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth 
in this Declaration without distinction of any kind, such as 
race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other 
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth, or 
other status." 
:: 
7. 
WlW CAN ALL THESE RIGHTS IN THE DECLARATICN BECOlv'.E REALITIES 
FOR YOU AND FOR ME? 
As its name suggests, the Declaration is "merely" a proclamation, 
a statement of common principles, standards, and of aspirations. But 
Declarations in the past have had a surprising habit of becoming power-
ful weapons against oppression and tyranny, and even of indifference. 
They have kept causes alive, they have fortified and led peop1es. Declar-
ations have crossed impassable frontiers. Therefore, the answer to the 
question above is education. 
But are there no plans, in the meanwhile, to make at least some 
of the Articles in the Declaration realizable in the near future? 
Yes, there are plans to make binding at least some of these articles 
in the form of a treaty or Covenant of Human Rights, to be open to the 
ratification of states. 
Since 1947, the Human Rights Commission has been at work on such 
a Covenant which ~~th the Declaration and measures of Implementation, 
is to form an International Bill of Human Rights. A draft Covenant at 
present is circulating amongst the U.N. Member Governments for their 
8. 
comments. In the spring of 1950 the Commission on Human Rights is ex-
pected to produce a Covenant in final form for approval and adoption 
by the Session of the General Assembly at the end of 1950. 
May the right of individual human beings to happy and secure 
lives, rather than the fears and ambitions of states and statesmen, 
be the cornerstone of all international building! 
: 
• 
9. 
! 
INTERVIEW (5-minutes) - HUNlAN RIGHTS 
Between Woman Broadcaster and Leader 
of a Woman's Organization. 
COMMENTATOR: And now I have the great pleasure of presenting today's 
guest to our listeners. She is ( ) , and 
-------------------
is probably already known to you as the ( ____________ ) 
officer 
of the ( ______ ,_......,...,.------,.-----,-----). Because of yo1x-.· 
Woman's Club or Organization 
interest not only in our community but in international 
affairs as well, it is a special privilege to welcome 
you, Mrs. ( __________ ). 
GUEST: Thank you, (Miss _________ ). It is an honor for me too 
to be with you today. 
COM.: Mrs. 
-------' you who have been following the work 
of the United Nations are just the person to help us 
understand a very important document - which was adopted 
by tne U.N. in Paris a year ago last December. I am re-
ferring to the Declaration of Human Rights, about which 
we have been hearing for so long. 
10. 
GUEST: I'll do my very best, Miss ----· What particularly interests 
70u in this Declaration? 
COM.: Well, just how it applies to us all. The language of the preamble 
is very beautiful - where it speaks of "the inherent dignity 
and the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the 
hwnan family" as being "the foundation of freedom, justice, 
and peace in the world. 11 Now how would you bring these lofty 
expressions down to earth, and tell us how they affect you and 
• me, and all those who are listening to us? 
GUEST: Why, very easily, Miss 
-------· As expressed in the D~clar-
ation of Human Rights, for instance you and I, and all our 
women listeners are human beings entitled to the same basic 
rights as men. Not only are we equals before the law, but we 
share with men the right to own property, the right to work 
and freely to choose our own job, and to receive equal pay for 
equal work. 
COM.: What you have just said touches all of us. But, tell me, Mrs. 
--------' are there any discriminations of any kind in 
11. 
:: 
this Declaration? 
GUEST: Decidedly not! All the rights and freedoms set forth in the 
Declaration apply to people of every race and color, an~ of 
every language, religion, and political opinion. In fact, 
it 1 s called a Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
COM.: In other words, if Mary Jenkins .wants to work, or to vote, 
or to go to school, she shall not be denied just because she 
happened t o -be born on a desert island, o'r is a bit qarker 
or l i ghter than any of her neighbors, or believes that her 
grandmother would make a good Prestdent of her country! 
GUEST: That i s exactly right. Her beliefs, the Declaration states, 
are her own business and nobody else•s. 
COM.: And has she the right to express her ideas freely? 
GUEST: Absolutely! And she has the right to change her beliefs, re-
ligious or political ones, without being persecuted for it, 
and she can shout her beliefs from the roof-tops, or from 
a soap-box; without interference - p~ovided she doesn't 
start a riot I 
12. 
COM.: Who was it the French writer, Voltaire, wasn 1t it? 
who said, in the middle of an argument, - 11 I disagree with 
every word you say, but I would defend to the death your 
right to say it! 11 
GUEST: That's just what is meant by Freedom of Opinion. Your beliefs 
and your opinions are your private affair; so are your actions, 
as long as they include a sense of responsibility to the com-
munity and respect for the rights of others. 
COM.: What other inalienable rights are set forth in the Declaration 
of Human Rights, Mrs. ______ ? 
GUEST: Well, there are thirty Articles in all, in this very thorough 
Declaration, and there's no time to touch on all of them in 
these few minutes, but some of the other important ones include 
the right of casting a secret ballot; the right to some form of 
social security, to an adequate standard of living, to freedom 
of movement, inside and outside your own country. As for such 
great cruelties as torture and slavery, they are of course ab-
solutely prohibited. 
13. 
COM.: So also, I understand, is arbitrary arrest, or exile. 
GUEST: Yes , The Declaration does not tolerate a secret policeman 
whisking off a citizen in the middle of the night and shippi~g 
him away without a fair and public hearing. 
COM.: Is there any provision in this Charter for the family itself? 
GUEST: Indeed there is. The family is considered the natural and 
fundamental unit of society and, therefore, entitled to pro-
tection by the State. In this connection, it is interesting to 
note that it is the parents, and not the state, who have the 
prior right to choose the kind of education their children 
~all have. 
COM.: All this has been very inspiring, Mrs. ___________ • But how, in 
your opinion, can we make this idealistic document come to life? 
GUEST: The answer, it deems to me, is simple. First, let's make it work 
here. When we have made it work at home, we can broaden out and 
make it work in our conmnmity, and then in our own count-ry. Good-
ness knows !There 1 s room for improvement even here, as there is 
everywhere. In addition, by doing this, we'll be making a living 
14. 
contribution to the lasting work of the U.N. 
COM.: You are very convincing, Mrs. ___________ , and have given 
us a great deal to think about. I know most of us will rise 
to the challenge and support the United Nations in this effort 
at shaping a better world. Thank you so very much for comi.ng 
to us today. 
GUEST: Thank you, Miss --------· The experience of discussing 
this vital subject of human rights with you has been very 
enlightening to me, too. 
SPECIAL INTERVIEW WITH MR. AMBA PRASAD OF INDIA, 
HU:MAN RIGHTS ESSAY WINNER. 
ir 
15. 
Yesterday I went out to Lake Success to hear J. Donald Kingsley, 
Director of the International Refugee Organization, talk about the so -
called "hard core" of refugees - those who may be left in the D.P. 
camps forever or completely stranded when the I.R.O. closes shop next 
year. At once my attention was caught by an eager, alert, young Indian 
who asked Mr. Kingsley several searching questions and whose dark, 
intelligent eyes were lit with keen interest. 
After the meeting I interviewed him in the lounge of the Non~ 
Governmental Organizations Section at U.N. He was Amba Prasad of Delhi. 
contest 
He was here because he had been one of the Winners of a 2,000 word essay/ 
on "Human Rights" conducted by the U.N. Department of Public Information. 
The prize had been a trip to New York to visit U.N. headquarters. 
Yes, he was indeed interested in human rights, he told me. "Why in 
human rights especially?" I asked. 11We have six million refugees in India, 11 
* The interview was held by a U.N. "Official Observer" from 
a Non-Governmental Organization. 
he answered. He had seen them with his own eyes unbelievably 
pitiful victims of religious riots - as they swarmed into emergency 
quarters near his home at Delhi. He had worked with them. He knew 
from them the real value of human rights. 
I finally managed to extract from Amba Prasad some personal 
facts - he is a teacher of history at a college in Delhi, and his 
winning essay presented a plan for a board of international, not 
national, humanitarians, to handle all petitions to U.N., protesting 
the denial of human rights under the terms of the forthcoming 
Covenant of Human Rights. 
17. 
INTRODUCTICN TO 11 SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS" 
It is easy to read a concise pamphlet like the Universal Declar-
at.ion of Human Rights and to understand, in a general way, the sentences 
that make up the separate paragraphs consistihg of the Preamble and the 
30 Articles that follow. But it may be difficult to see how the sentences 
can be applied to real situations that we either know about from others 
or see happening right around us. 
Let us read the stories that follow and examine the specific 
Articles in the Declaration which these stories illustrate. 
lS. 
SPOl' ANNOUNCEMEI~T - 1 MINUTE 15 SECONDS 
CIVIL lUGHTS: KEEPlliG IDEAS STRAIGHT AND CLEAR 
One of the best-knovm stories coming out of the work of the United 
Nations Human Rights Commission, showing how useful it is to have a place 
where people can exchange ideas and keep their thinking straight, is tne 
one I am going to tell you. 
While talking about freedom of information, the Soviet Delegate asked 
the Chairman the following question: -
r•no you believe that where there is freedom, there is no discrimin-
ation?" To which the Chairman replied: "No. Where there is freedom of 
information, it does not mean that there is no discrimination. But it 
does mean that, when there is discri.niination, w·e lmow there is discrimination.~~ 
And, of course, the point the Chairman made was that, when a civil 
wrong exists and. citizens know about it, they can deal with it, and change 
the civil wrong to a civil right. 
Think about your mm community. Is there any civil wrong you want to 
change to a civil right? 
Article 23; also articles 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12. 
19. 
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT 20 SECONDS 
ARBITRARY U.REST 
Not until you've been dragged from your house in the middle 
of the night - without cause and without reason can you 
appreciate the eleven words of Article 9 of the U.N.'s Declaration 
of Human Rights: 
"No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, 
detention, or exile." 
This is the shortest of the 30 Articles Of the Declaration, 
but it contains one of the most cherished of human rights ••••••• 
the right to feel secure in one's home. 
<o. 
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT - 2 MINUTES 
FREEDOM OF THOUGHT, CONSCIENCE, AND RELIGION 
Some countries have complete separation of church and state, 
some countries have a state religion. Some people need a formal, 
verbal expression with warm music, some are austere in their ritual. 
How important for the enrichment of mankind to hear from spiritual 
leaders of every faith in every field! 
Each of the following names should bring to you the idea of 
someone pointing the way to the elevation of mankind in formal re-
ligious teaching and/or other spiritual avenues. 
What do you know about Buddha, Christ, Confucius, Mohammed, Moses, . 
and Gandhi? Have you read the works of Felix Adler, Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
Voltaire, John Milton, William James? 
Do you know how the lives of Florence Nightingale, Jane Addams, 
Elise Meitner, Carne Chapman Catt, Lillian Wald, Marie Curie, and 
Lady Reading have spiritually enriched the lives of others? 
21. 
Article 18 of the United Nations' Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights states, "Everyone has a right to freedom of thought, 
conscience, and religion. This ·includes the freedom to change his 
religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with 
others, in public and private to manifest his religion or belief 
in teaching, practice, worship, and observance." 
.22. 
SPOT ANNOUNC:El<IENT - 2 MINUTES. 
CIVIL RIGHTS AND LlNCOLN 
There are few people in the world who do not know the name of 
Abraham Lincoln and the fact that he was responsible for correcting 
a great mistake that the people of the United States had made toward& 
the Negroes in their land. In freeing the colored people, Lincoln 
opened the eyes of the citizens of the United States to other wrongs 
they were committing. Since 1860, Americans have been battling in their 
own country against injustice towards individuals. Each year, more and 
more people wage the battle to extend civil rights. 
In a speech to a council of veterans, Mrs. Roosevelt, talking 
about the abuse of civil rights in the United States, said: -
"Every time there is a failure in our democracy, it is brought 
up in the United Nations. All fifty-eight nations always bring it up." 
Mrs. Roosevelt went on to say that she replies consistently, 
"Knowing about it, we can fight it." 
(Article 19) • 
23. 
SPUT ANNOUNCEMENT 1! Minutes 
PALM LEAVES AND VOTING MACHINES 
What do the words "participation in government" bring to 
your mind? 
Probably election speeches on the radio, income tax forms, 
Senate filibusters, or voting machines. 
Along the Northwest coast of Africa, in Nigeria, a tax assessor 
started to take a census in the tropical forest area of the Ibo peoples. 
He began by counting each man, woman, and child whom he saw after 
his arrival. 
Like lightning, word flashed back hundreds of miles through the 
densely populated forest that a special tax on women was being planned. 
The news spread from the native markets to little settlements nearly 
hidden in the underbrush. A palm-leaf left by a runner at the door of_ 
a hut was often the form of the message. 
Arriving i n groups of young and old; in less than two or three 
days, over 10,000 wo~en had come together. Protests were made to local 
\ . ~ . 
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Chiefs and a deputation of fifty women sent off to the Centra~ 
Authority on the Coast. 
(From Sylvia Leith-Ross, African Women. A Study 
of the Ibo of Nigeria, 1948). 
Articles 20 and 21 of the 
U.N.'s Declaration of Human 
Rights, on the right to 
assemble freely and the right 
to participation in government. 
,. \ 
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SPar ANNOUNCEMENT - 2 MINUTES 
TAKING PART IN YOUR GOVERNM'ENT 
In the United States, when someone transgresses, his case is 
discussed before a judge and a jury composed of men and women citizens. 
All men are called automatically to perfo~ the public service of jury 
duty. Women, however, may choose whether or not they ~t to serve; 
and organizations like the League of Women Voters are doing their best 
to have women fulfill their civic obligations. 
This is why the following story is amusing, and points to the tact 
that both men and women must be constantly reminded of their civic rights 
and duties. 
Mrs. X, a very conscientious American wife of a prominent lawyer, 
went to register for Federal Jury duty. She was not able to get on the 
jury because the Senior Justice had left word that no lawyers' wives were 
to be taken! Mrs. X was a little puzzled and annoyed, but she accepted 
the situation. 
A few weeks later, she was called for jury duty on the Supreme Court. 
Here again she found that the Justice was raising objections to her in -
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elusion because of her husbandts profession. This time, Mrs. X decided 
to stand on her civil rights. She claimed that she was a person in her 
own right, and should be so considered. She made the further claim 
that, due to the atmosphere in which she lived, she was probably better 
versed in legal ethics than the average person. 
Result: She served on the jury to whi,ch ·sne had been called. 
Article 21, Section 1. 
27. 
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT - 2 l41NUTES 
THE RIGHT TO WORK 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, drawn up by the 
United Nations, statea that everyone has the right to work, to free 
choice of employment, to just and favorable conditions of' work, and 
to protection against unemployment. For example: In the United States, 
the opportunity to work is offered people whether or not they are 
citizens. In many cases, aliens are encouraged to come to the U.S. 
and to work. 
Culture has been enriched by skills that immigrants bring with 
them. Look at the well-run farms in :Minnesota and Wisconsin, owned and 
operated by people of Scandinavian stock. Look at the universities 
fortunate in having on their faculties or associated with th.em such 
gifted men as Einstein and Salvemini. 
Common-sense is applied to such hospitality: Doctors, before they 
can practise, must pass qualifying examinations. For many occupations, 
people must first become citizens. But by and large, anyone in the U.S. 
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can become self-supporting and, by his efforts to maintain himself, 
create more work for others, stimulate industries, and help in 
developing communities. 
Article 23, Sec. 1 
29. 
SPOT ANNOUNC:EllENT . - 1 2 MINUTES 
EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK 
The United Nations 1 Declaration of Human Rights calls for 
equal pay for equal work, regardless of whether the worker is 
a man or a woman. In many countries, including the United States, 
this is more of a hope than a reality, - that is, women are some-
times paid less than men are paid for doing work of the same 
quality. Sincere efforts are being made to remove these injustices. 
An article in an important little magazine called The Inter-
national Women's N ewe eta tes, "Regarding the burnizig question of 
equal pay, the only definition that can remain is that of equal 
remuneration for work of equal content." 
And listen to this: "Society as a whole, and not only women, 
needs this principle applied. 11 
Article 23; Sec. 2 
' \ 
\ 
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SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT - 1. lfiNUTE 
"THE RIGHT TO LEARN" 
Do you think educated people have fewer blind prejudices 
and are more tolerant than their uneducated brothers? Apparently 
those who forged the United Nations' Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights think so. In fact, the Article dealing with Education 
is the longest of the thirty. 
It begins: "Everyone has the right to Education, 11 and further 
calls for free and compulsory education. Our schools have a big job 
to do if they mean to follow this U.N. recommendation, as it also 
calls for education to promote tolerance and friendship among all 
nations and among all racial and religious groups. 
;. 
Article 26. 
